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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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Both In City
And In County
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Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

•

United Press International

104 Per Copy

Vol. U(XXXII No. 195

Combined Assets Of Calloway
Banks Total Near $81 Million

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Rep. James R. Grover ot New
York had sonic comments
generally slanted toward the fact
that we fail when we emphasize
continually the problems,the bad
things, the difficulties in our
nation. There are so many good
things that should hold equal
position with all the bad he says.
.."When was the last time that
you read or heard anything good
about the United States of
America? By this question, I do
not imply that newspapers or
broadcasters are carrying on a
program of detraction but it is
obvious that problems, violence
and the unusual make the news.
If Harry Smith gets a $10 raise, it
isn't news. But if Harry Smith is
mugged or is charged with
robbing a bank, that's news?

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, August 19, 1971

la Our Thad Year

Ails Named
Pharmacist
Of The Year

University School
Registration Set
Registration for the fall
semester at the University School
will be held on Monday, August
M, according to Vernon Shown,
director of the school.
All students planning to attend
the school this year are urged to
register at 8:30 a.m. on Monday.
The school is for kindergarten
through sixth grade.
The first full day of school will
be on Tuesday, August 24.

New Book Sales Increase Of About $6'/2
Dates Given
December
For Murray Hi Million Since

The combined assets of the Credit Corporation with assets of and Helen Folley, teller. W. R.
Murray High School students
Perry and Dr. Ralph Woods form
may purchase new textbooks in Stinking institutions of Calloway $711,096.
Willard Ails, pharmacist at the
Room 308 between 2:00 p.m. and County reached a grant total of The grand total above indicates a Board of Advisors for Murray,
Murray-Calloway County
5:00 p.m. on the following searly $81 million dollars ac- an increase from December 31, and Shirley Billington is
Hospital, was named "Phardays: Friday, August 20, Mon- xinding to reports released by the 1970 of about $61% million dollars. secretary.
30, 1971 The Murray Branch recently
macist of the Year" by the
day, August 23, and on Tuesday, Bank of Murray and the Peoples Total assets as of June
Kentucky Pharmaceutical
amounted to $80,934,993 while the moved into new quarters at the
Bank and its affiliates.
24.
August
Revival services will be held at Association at the state contotal as of December 31, 1970 corner of Seventh and Main
Students may also purchase
the St. John's Missionary Baptist vention in Louisville Tuesday
of Murray reported amounted to $74,616,923.
Bank
The
streets. The building was comnew textbociks and workbooks on
Church starting Monday, August night.
assets of $45,037,094 for the period The Bank of Murray showed pletely remodeled and restyled
to
from
27
10.00
and
August
25,26,
23, with Rev. D.J. Ward of
ending June 30, 1971 while the deposits this year of $39,978,513 into a modern business building
12:00 each day, according to Eli
Ails, who is active in the
Hendersonville, Tenn., as the
Peoples Bank reported total and loans of $26,314,496.
with a paved parking lot for
Alexander. principal.
evangelist for the services each association, has helped conduct
assets of $35,897,899. The Peoples The Peoples Bank indicated customers.
purchase
in
must
abuse
drug
Students
on
programs
evening at 7:30.
Bank figures include the Dees deposits of $27,050,497 and loans
The Murray Police DeportThe Peoples Bank has the main
Rev. Ward,a native of Murray, Calloway and surrounding ment cited Eugene Da le Smith, new textbooks for the following Bank of Hazel with assets of sf $16,944,955.
"Often, the officials do the
bank in the downtown area with a
World
History,
several
World
subjects:
past
the
over
counties
High
Murray
of
graduate
a
deplore.
is
I
that
Farm
Peoples
same sort of thing
$5,149,880 and the
The Dees Bank of Hazel showed branch on South 1?th. Street and
109% North 5th Street, Murray, Geography, and Sociology.
Week after week, our reports School and of the American years.
that it had deposits of about a University Branch in temfor "illegal posaession of alcohol Workbooks or laboratory
convention
the
at
honored
Also
from Washington concentrate on Baptist College, Nashville, Tenn.
option
$4,200,000 and loans of about $1% porary headquarters at the inSmith of for resale in dry
manuals must be purchased new
problems and their possible He is now pastor of the Mount was Randolph N.
9:45
at
million.
Wednesday
on
territory",
tersection of North 12th and
the
for the following courses:
solution. We point with dismay Olive Baptist Church, Hen- Burkesville who received
The Peoples Farm Credit
p.m., according to the records of American Government, Algebra
given
award
Hygeia"
of
"Bowl
dersonville, Tenn.
but seldom with pride
Corporation, an affiliate of the
(Continued on Page Nine)
the department.
The pastor, Rev. C.E. Tim- annually to a pharmacist for Smith is scheduled to appear in II, French I, French II, Span.
Bank shows loans of
Peoples
Business,
his comI, Spanish II, General
"I have seen a good deal of the berlake, invites the public to outstanding work in
$601,797.
City Court on Freday, August 20, Bookkeeping,Shorthand,General
munity.
world and can tell you that there attend the revival services.
H. Glenn Doran is president of
D.M.
1:30
at
Science,
United
Chapel
Physical
Martin's
Science,
The
Isn't a nation anywhere hich
the Peoples Bank with the Boats
Chemistry.
hold
and
its
Biology,
Methodist Church will
can compare with ours . . .
of Directors composed oi
The Student Council will annual revival meeting starting Fleetwood Crouch, Glenn Doran
sponsor a used book sale on Sunday, August 22, and con.."Has any nation in history,
Hugh L. Houston, Conrad Jones
Friday, August 20. Books will be tinuing through Friday, August
while undefeated, tried its own
Morris, George E
Lynwood
collected from 9:00 to 12:00 soon 27.
H. T. Waldrop and
Sr.
military people on atrocity
Overbey,
and will be sold from 2:00 to 5:30 Rev. Jim Baker, pastor of the Clyde Reed. The officers and
charges? And who would dispute
Church,
Methodist
United
Friday.
Hazel
,
on
that for one American who
employees of the bank total
Several of the local MurrayBooks not available at the used will be the evangelist for the
Shamed his uniform, there are
thirty-nine.
Calloway County Jaycees will be
evening
each
held
purchased
be
to
at
be
services
may
sales
book
not tens of thousands of serGlenn Doran is president of the in Bowling Green this week end,
at 7:45. Special singing will be
the new book sales.
vicemen and civilians who have
Dees Bank of Hazel with Aug 20-22 to attend the Kentucky
tional trade would "erect a wall
but
forces,
armed
Ralph
the
affect
night.
not
each
featured
done their best to help the people By NORMAN KEMPSTER
Directors being Glenn Doran, W. Jaycee Summer Board Meeting.
from around this country."
Robertson is the song director
WASHINGTON UP!1 —Trea- it would await a ruling
in Vietnam?. .
M.Erwin,Hugh L. Houston, H. A.
spokes
administration
Paul Fleming, local president,
Living Council. An
and Miss Wanda Garrett is the
sury Secretary John B. Connal- the new Cost of
Newport, Ellis R. Paschall, Bert Joe Doran and Dave Houston,
man, Treasury Under Secretary
that
earlier
ruled
council
The
Pianist.
'Whore Wes in the world does ly said today soldiers would not
Taylor and William B. Milstead. local directors; arid Van Waugh,
teachers and state and muMci- Charles E. Walker, said the
A fellowship supper will be held
the housewife enter stores ex- be exempted from the 90-day
and employees of the Area C Vice President, will be
Officers
sad
wage
of
program
by
sconomic
covered
were
workers
at the church on Sunday, August
pecting to see goods stacked to wage-price freeze, Canada pro- pal
eight.
number
bank
import
cuts,
tax
freeze,
price
get
going from Murray.
the freeze. Teachers can
22, at 5:30 p.m preceding the
the ceiling, rather than won- bably won't be exempted from
de facto devalue- A Sock—Hop for the Junior opening service of the revival on Joe Dick is president of the
and
turcharge
their
if
only
The Board Meeting will feature
fall
this
raises
pay
10 per cent import
dering how she's going to grow or the
Bank of Murray with the Board of a Governmental Affairs Seminar
contract period began before Son of the dollar had resulted High Group of the Calloway that evening.
L.
L.
beg food for her family? What surcharge, and Lockheed will
Directors composed of Dick,
ii a "welling of confidence" at County Country Club will be held
in which all four Kentucky
Aug. 14.
Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor of the
other country has poured out its have to pay the duty on its
and abroad. Walker Saturday, August 21, from 7:30 to church, invites the public to Dunn, James E. Garrison, Hugt Gubernatorial candidates will
iome
trip
country
cross
a
on
Nixon,
own wealth and largesse to help Rolls Royce jet engines.
Gingles, Foreman Graham, Dr speak and answer questions from
to the Western White House in tenied the charge of AFL-C10 ten p.m. at the club. Each attend.
nations with which it doesn't Connally, in a wide ranging
James C. Hart, Max B. Hurt the floor.
George Meany that member may invite two guests.
President
revival
for
a
called
California,
agree' Where else in the world is interview, served notice there
James M. Lassiter, Weill
"bonanza
a
was
program
Saturday will feature a
of the "pride and energy of the
Music will be by the Merle
there a public education system would be few exceptions to
Civerbey, I. Wells Purdom,Sr., A noon luncheon at which time the
business."
Ricky
for
of
prothe
make
composed
to
America,"
band
Prede
President Nixon's new economthe match of ours?
W. Russell, Audrey W. Simmons Jaycees and their wives will hear
Walker said this view ignored Lowe, singer Barry James,
gram he announced Sunday
ic strategy.
Gingles Wallis, L. E. Wyatt Bob Hattaway, National Jaycee
•
the
of
aspects
g
Jr.,
lob-creatin
the
of
Alexander,
work. He denied provisions
drummer, Eli
.."Actaally, there is much that The Treasury secretary also the plan
Sixteen officers of the Bank of Vce President, and Gary
Roberts,
dealing
with
interneon
Nine
(Continued
Page
Eddie
guitar.
lead
labor
about
Dr. and Mrs. Clegg Austin are Vlurray are listed however the
could be improved in this talked tough
Hellsberg who is a Kentucky
faillaiessassawiessisassiawmocoms>:moimussessiesossoms
bass guitar, and Gene Parker, the general chairmen for the
country. Maybe we haven't tried leaders and Democrats who
Mal number of employees of the Jaycee and the current winner of
organist.
President's
held
be
the
to
Luau,
criticized
have
Molokia
annual
to
or
wrongs
right
to
hard enough
3ank was not noted.
the National Jaycee Speak Up
The admission will be seventy- at the Calloway Country Club
plan, citing as ''sheer malarky"
The assets and loans of banks is Contest.
(Continued on Page Nhte)
person.
per
cents
five
Saturday night, August M.
their arguments that the new
sonsidered one of the vital points
Saturday night a banquet will
Chaperones are Messrs and Following an "Aloha Hour"
strategy is a boon to business
:0 be considered in the economy be held to honor the top three
O.B.
Ransom,
Mesdames James
from 6:30 until 7:30 p.m., dinner sf a city, town or area.
and discriminatory toward the
Outstanding Young Educators
Boone, Carl Oakley, Bill Wyatt, will be catered by Country KitAmerican worker.
The assets of the Murray from Kentucky.
Fred Wells, Tommy Alexander, chens of Union City, Tenn., with
Connally was interviewed on
Hopkinsville
the
Branch of
Other scheduled events for the
Orr.
dancing beginning at 9 p.m. Federal Savings and Loan
the NBC-TV Today Show.
By United Press International today, trying to explain Pres- and Dck
meeting are Internal Affairs
committee is
planning
-rent
The
wage-price
ident
Nixon's
secretary
Treasury
by
"The Association could not be obThe
Music will be furnished
A 10-year-old boy in PhiladelSeminars and a Special Forum on
Ransom, Top Five" of Paducah.
cleared up one of the major Alia wanted to know if his freeze, and ready to go after composed of Linday
tained, since the activity of the How Jaycees Can Combat
Nan
Boone,
Brad
Boone,
directive.
Ann
Lee
This is a closed affair with Murray Branch of the Hopkinquestions about the wage-price- 'ether could freeze his allow- those who violate the
Pornography In Their ComMary A.
attendance limited only to
rent freeze by saying that ince. The Girl Scouts wondered The OEP's new office in New Shuffett, Randy Orr,
in the munities.
Tammie Boone, Jeff members of the club. Reser- swine firm are included
4,000
Littleton,
receiving
was
it
said
The Lutheran Kindergarten, members of the armed forces
York
their dues were frozen. And
overall financial statement of the
Sunday will be reserved for a
1503 Main Street, has set its will be treated "like everyone rum San Francisco to Boston calls an hour Wednesday, but Oakley, Brien Warner, Brent vations must be made before
pilrent firm. The parent firm lists business meeting to vote on
Jay
Purdom,
September
Gwen
Austin,
opening for Tuesday,
only a few complaints. ,
else." He-said the freeze would the telephones kept ringing.
Friday noon, August 27, by its assets as $28 million however
several important matters of the
Gay
7 at 9:00 a.m.
stop armed forces pay in- The Office of Emergency The Northwest regional office Wyatt, Barry Wells,
calling either Mrs. Austin at 753- only a part of this amount is
Kentucky Jaycees.
Donna Keller.
and
Alexander,
recorded
Parents are invited to attend creases.
had
it
said
Seattle
in
5455 or Mrs. Peggy Billington at reflected in the business done by
Preparedness (CEP) was on
this first day with their children
The Pentagon said earlier it the job in its Washington about seven complaints during
753-1799.
the local financial institution.
Free Dog
for an orientation session with the assumed that the freeze would headquarters and 10 other cities Its initial hours of operation,
In addition to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bruce Thomas is viceA miniature Collie, dog, male,
teacher, Mrs. Leiser Horan.
mostly on small price increases
Billington, members of the president and manager of the
is free to some family as a pet.
This hour-long session will
In food items. It said governplanning committee include: Mr. Murray Branch with Bobby
For further information call 753become
to
provide opportunity
ment lawyers were considering
and Mrs. Stan Hendrickson, Mr. Grogan assistant vice-president
2899.
acquainted with one another as
taking action against some of
Hutson, Mr. and
Five members of the Kirksey and Mrs. Dan
well as the program, plans and
the companies named.
r Mrs. Buddy Hewitt and Mr. and
policy of the Lutheran KinBy Caned Press International
Boston's OEP office said it School Parent-Teache Mrs. Harold Hurt.
the
School
attended
Association
said.
dergarten, a spokesman
was examining complaints that
In charge of the decorations
There are still some openings EFFECTS OF FREEZE CONTINUES OVERSEAS
fares had been hiked on Penn of Instruction of the First District are Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hibbard,
in enrollment. If any parent is
Central commuter trains oper- of the Kentucky Congress of PTA Mrs. Charles Sexton, Dr. and
WASHINGTON—President Nixon's new economic course ating
The held on Tuesday, August 17, at Mrs. Sam Bell, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
interested, call 753-6712 or 753area
in
the
overseas. The bottom
Men have the ages of 21 and 35 whose
6879. The Lutheran Kindergarten continued today to have widespread effect
Bay Transporta- Bob's Smorgasbord in Marshall H. Spann and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Five young Murray
Massachusetts
Japanese stock market, with firms having
been chosen for inclusion in the demonstratded excellence has
County.
hike
the
is accredited by the State of dropped out of the
said
tion Authority
Graham
In Brussels, government
marked them for
future
1971 edition of "Outstanding
Kentucky. Mrs. Horan, who will American connections the big losers.
went into effect Sunday before Those attending were Mrs.
out
work
to
were
meeting
Market
nations
of
Common
ministers
Young Men of America," ac- leadership in the nation.
Mrs.
Jerry
Fones,
Harold
begin her second year with the
the freeze, but customers said
"These young men," according
cording to an announcement by
Kindergarten, is a fully qualified policies on the President's save-the-dollar campaign.
the trains affected weren't Kirkland, Mrs. Billy Etarzell,
Mark W. Davis, Director of the to Doug Blankenship, Chairman
Mrs. Jimmy Wilson, and Mrs.
teacher, a spokesman said.
LOT BIG GUNS OUT OF DMZ
selection agency in Chicago of the Board of Advisory Editors,
Charles Coleman.
The Kindergarten is operated CHOPPERS
"Are truly outstanding because
SAIGON—U. S. troop-carrying helicopters airlifted big guns
today.
Eighty-four persons attended Sear Editor:
by lnunanuel Lutheran Church,
and an American combat radio team out of a key South VietMurray they have distinguished themNominated by
the school of instruction con- I would like to publicly thank
15th and Main, and is supervised
namese fire base near the Demilitarized Zone DMZ today. The
ducted by the officers and the Kiwanis Club of Murray tor organizations earlier this year, selves in one or more aspects of
by Rev. Robert A. Brockhoff.
base has been under increasing North Vietnamese pressure,
various chairmen including Mrs. sponsoring me to the Kentucky the men were chosen for the community and professional
are a annual awards volume in life." Blankenship was U.S.
reports said.
Miss Kathy Lovett, nine year Fones who is district chairman of Youth Conference. They
fine group of people, interested in recognition of their professional Jaycee President in 1962-63.
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cooperation with Colleges
I and community leadership, a
Nominations for the awards
REDS PREDICT WORSENING ECONOMY
The executive board of the bettering our community.
Rudy Lovett, is improving after
are submitted each year by civic
PARI Communist negotiators at the Paris peace talks said suffering severe cuts on her left Kirksey PTA will hold its first found the Conftrence to be a very spokesman said today.
today the United States' economic position would worsen unless arm and cuts on her right arm in meeting of the school year on rewarding experience and I hope
The five chosen were: Jerry organizations, Jaycee chapters,
U. S. withdrew its troops from Vietnam.
the
becoming
an accident at their home on Wednesday, August 25, at one to see several delegates go from Bowden, manager of Adams IGA college alumni associations and
morning
this
Hazy
p.m. at the home of the president, Calloway County next year. Food Store; James Stahler, military commandants.
Sunday about nine p.m.
pertly cloudy in the east during
more Route Five, dairyman; James R. President
Nixon,
comThe young girl underwent Mrs. Rudy Lovett, Penny-Airport Anyone wishing to have
the afternoon with widely scat- BIG FOUR AMBASSADORS RECESS TODAY
today surgery for the cuts on her left Road.
information on this can contact Johnson, supervisor at the at the plimenting the awards, has said
powers
recessed
Four
Big
ors
the
of
BERLIN—Ambassad
and
thundershowers
tered
West arm at the Murray- Calloway
me. I will be more than happy to Tappan
Young Men of
Terry "Outstanding
Company;
generally fair over the rest of the after nearly 14 hours of talks on the status and problem of
supply it.
Berlin. The envoys reported progress in the talks, due to resume County Hospital and was adMullins, owner and manager of America presents a most fitting
MAGIC—Till MEET
state.
mitted to the hospital. She was The Magic—Tr bowling league Thanks also to this newspaper K-N Root Beer; and Sgt. Max testimonial, not only to the
Generally fair tonight and on Monday.
for the publicity about the trip. Morris of the Murray Police success of many of our young
Little
released on Monday at noon
partly cloudy tomorrow.
will hold a meeting at Corvette
ORGANIZED LABOR MEETS WITH NIXON
people, but also their awareness
Kathy was injured when she Lanes on Monday, August 23, at Thanks to all the good people Department.
temperature change.
made this experience
WASHINGTON—Representatives of organized labor and the ran into the front storm door of 7:30 p.m Ladies who are in- who
Sponsored by leading men's of the debt which they owe our
possible for me.
Nixon administration were meeting today in the midst of a the Lovett home while playing.
civic and service organizations, free society."
Highs today and tomorrow
terested in bowling in the league
Sincerely yours,
"Outstanding Young Men of Publication date for the 1971
a fourth grade are urged to attend. All new
mostly in the 80s. Lows tonight ir growing protest by union leaders against the President's 90-day She will be
wage-price-rent hike.
America" honors men between edition is November
Kathy Thompson
student at Kirksey School
the 60s—
bowlers will be welcome
Rev Di. Ward

Rev. D. J. Ward Is
Church Evangelist

Local Man Cited
By The City Police

Martin's Chapel To
Hold Revival Meet
Starting Sunday

Soldiers Will Not Be
Exempted From Freeze

Local JCs
To Attend
Meeting

Sock-Hop, Junior
High Group, Will
Be Held Saturday

Annual Luau Dance
Planned At Calloway

Lutheran Church
Kindergarten
Plans Opening

OEP Busy Fielding
Citizens' Questions

Members Of Kirksey
PTA Attend School

World News In Brief ...

Five Young Men From Murray
To Be Listed In Publication

Miss Kathy Lovett
Suffers Injuries

The Weather
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Robert Wayne Ezell, College High FFA, is one of twelve Kentucky FFA members who have been recommended to receive the
organization's highest degree, American Fanner.
Jim Cullivan has accepted a position as line coach at Eastern
State College, Richmond.
Births reported include a boy, William Jeffrey, to Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Wyatt on August 9, a girl, Jacqueline, to Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Gilson on August 10, and a girl, Tina Marie, to Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Williams on August 9.
Bro. Bobby Joe Sims of Los Angeles, California, will be speaker
in a series of gospel meetings at the Almo Church of Christ.
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My mouth will show forth thy righteousness and my salvation
all the day; for I know not the numbers thereof—Psalm 71:15.
If we really have found peace and joy in a great friendship we
may well speak to others of it. There is nothing to be ashamed of
in this.

Isn't It The Truth!
•
by Carl Millet Jr.
A man is often described as "a poor fish,"
and indeed there are those of us who have some of
the traits of character brought to mind by certain
fish, espcially two of the species—the bullhead, of
course, and the sucker, like in one born every
minutes.
"It is a silly fish that is caught
twice by the same bait."
—"Gnomologia"

c
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Pinch of expired draft would
come with replacement order
WASHINGTON (U P1)
The Army hasn't felt the
pinch Of the expired draft,
but It will in November,and
the pain will be inflicted on
units in Europe, according
to Army officials.
The draft came to a halt
June 30 when the conscription law expired and the
renewing legislation got
caught in a political hassle
over an amendment setting
a fixed date for withdrawal
from Vietnam. That dispute
has since been resolved but
Congress recessed until
early September without
completing action on the
bill.

IT IS BELIEVED the bill
cannot now be approved
before mid-September, and

The Army is not feeling
any pain yet because all
new men are sent into
training units. It takes
about four months until
these men emerge for assignment to combat and
other active units.

pinch
Therefore, the
would come In November
when units around the
world order up replacements for men leaving the

A

!!!IIIIr‘,Aijoil
(AI ®
0
HEATHE

Army officials said despite the withdrawal proremains
Vietnam
gram
their first priority area. Officers in Vietnam will thus
have first pick of the men
emerging from training
and be able to raid units in
Europe for all skills they
may need.
This is just what happened during the Vietnam
ildup. European units
wuere stripped repeatedly,
and in some companies the
commanders turned over
every four months.

te

A THREE-MONTH draft
hiatus would mean the loss
of about 30,000 men. This

EXPLANING TO DO Robert Lee Jackson and Guatemalan girlfriend Ligia Lucrecia Sanchez Ancilla are shown in custody in Buenos Aires, where they
hijacked
a Braniff airliner from San Antonio, Tex. Jackson, 36, a U.S. Navy veteran,
is
from Maryville, Tenn.

A side effect

Authority to_pL9y dependents died
with draft log-T
e; 'Payments continue

WASHINGTON UPI): When the draft law expired June 30. so did the government's authority hi
pay benefits to some dependents of servicemen::But
the Pentagon has gone on paying anyway, at the rate
of $18 million a month.
Defense officials said they don't plan to stop
payments because they feel it was not the intent of
Congress to cut off 300.000 dependents from monthly
allotments.
Dependents involved are from families of lowest.
paid servicemen Auth.rity for pa>ments died when
the draft law expired

serves is now governed by a 1950 law. By that
yardstick there are 504,000 men too many in
form. Lawyers, however, say the law refersunito
"average strengths" rather than ceilings and covers
the whole fiscal year.
IN ANOTHER DEVELOPMENT
ekefense SecretaryMelvin R. Laird said an $8
illion defense
budget may be necessary for t e business year
beginning next July 1. Defense outlays for the
current fiscal year are expected to reach $77.6
billion.
"We need a (budget) level that is higher than
last
year because of pay increases that have come about,
the initiatives we are taking on volunteer forces, all
of these things." Laird said.
"I feel that this isn't the tinit lo male further
reduction in the overall defense budget,- he said
The $80 billion figure, he said, would be
order to
maintain our military strength
THE g.iROUNDED draft extension legislation contains provisions for major military pay raises aimed
at attracting more men into the services and preparing the way for the all-volunteer force the Administration %%ants to begin two years from now.

They point out that a drug
prescribed for, say, a middleaged man who has lost his job
or a school child in emotional
trouble may only hide or mask
the difficulty and does not
reach the sources of the worry.
This may be indisputable, yet
advocates of drug therapy hold
that drugs are useful, that alone
they cannot do the whole job,
that they should be used with
care and caution, and that a
number of things, sometimes a
galaxy of services, must be provided to help the patient and
get at more than the surface
causes of his mental illness.
So, they maintain, drugs can
be properly considered as one
of the tools or aids in treatment
and psychotherapy in one or
more of its various forms is
cardinal to adequate treatment.
Viewed in this light, drugs
have two sides, good and bad,
and both sides—and the whole
coin, as it were—have to be
considered in the giving and
taking of psychoactive drugs for
mental illness.
It goes without saying almost, but perhaps should be
said for emphasis that the
casual taking of any drug,
whether mind-affecting or not,
should not be done without realizing that there can be risks
of undesired or toxic effects.
This is so with regard to
both prescription drugs and
OTC (Over The Counter) or
non-prescription drugs. In any
event, it is best to consult and
rely upon a physician when
considering any course of drug
treatment.

* Refreshment Prices *
Ill II 1 / 1:1\1.•
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10, 15 & 25

igOINVis
ifs

110400
,
1401, MOJA AWILANLA
ON PlAYMOLMT WOMB

* Late Show Fri. it Sat. 11:30
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The Almanac
By United Press Intentatlimal
Today is Thursday, Aug. 19,
the 231st day of 1971.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercuis comprised of the canceled draft calls for 8000 ry, Mars and Jupiter.
men each in July and AuThose born on this day are
gust, an anticipated similar under the sign of Leo.
number that would have
American elder statesman
been called in September,
and a few thousand others Bernard Baruch was born Aug.
who would have volun- 19, 1870.
On this day in history:
teered under pressure of
the draft if it had existed.
In 1915 two Americans were
The Army currently has killed when a German U-boat
1.1 million men. It will lose torpedoed the British liner
400,000 this 'fiscal year "Arabi" in the Atlantic.
In 1955 the worst flood to hit
(July 1, 1971,1to June 30,
1972) and it had hoped to the northeastern states killed
get 200,000 new men—half 200 persons, also destroying or
draftees and half volun- damaging 20,000 homes.
teers—so as to end up with
In 1960 U2 spy plane pilot
900.000 in uniform next
Francis Gary was convicted in
June 30.
Of the total, 175.000 are a Russian court and sentenced
In Vietnam and 180,000 in to 10 years in prison. He was
Europe.
released 18 months later and
exchanged for Soviet spy
Rudolf Abel.
Schools take to air
NEW YORK(UPI)- Nearly
In 1966 a 44-day U.S. airline
1,100 U.S. high schools now
strike ended after having cost
offer courses in aviation as
formal part of their credit cur- $1.5 billion.
ricularn, according to a reA thought for today: Bernard
port from Cessna Aircraft Co
The courses are particular!) Baruch said, "America has
popular in California, Penney! never forgotten, and will never
vania, Kansas, Illinois, Minne forget, the nobler things that
.ois, Ohio, Nebraska, NI.% brought her into being and that
York and Washington state, it light her path."
that order

•

0
0
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50'

Your
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•

IT DOESN'T appear likely a two-year draft extension will clear Congress now much before late
September, with actual induction a month or more
after that.
Pentagon officials said they felt the dependents'
pay provision was not an issue in the draft debate,
and thus the intent of Congress that payments
should continue. Officials said they talked with
Congressional leaders before making their decision.
Technically. the Defense Department may be
violating the law in another area as well. Espiration
of the old law meant that the size of trre armed

service and find those replacements just don't exist.

it may be even later because of a threatened filibuster. Allowing a few days
for clerical work and mailings plus the 10-day notice
which must by law be given
all draftees, no inductees
could be funneled into the
Army until October at the
earliest.

HELPING HOBO
NIMES, France I UPI)—The
temperature was 97 degrees
and parish priest Rene Vautant
could not refuse the hobo a
drink of water, so the priest
invited him inside his quarters
at the church, police said.
The clergyman was puzzled,
however, at the man's parting
words, "God will make it up to
you." The priest later discovered 12,000 francs
($2,400)
missing from a box where the
congregation's donations were
kept.

Floating schools cheaper
NEW YORK (UPI)-Schools
that float on water miloo
o
bies
more economical than
built on land, concludes a
study by Education Facilities
Laboratories.
The study indicates that
school space built on floating
platforms or barges can be up
to 15 per cent cheaper than
conventional school construction, including land.

Chicago (NFS) - What (,)
do on a rainy day or night
when visitors arnve with
drippy umbrellas?
Republic Molding CorporaBertram S. Brown, M.D.
tion advises that you use
colorful Polly-Flex wastebasket
Director
Her husband, contacted by as a temporary umbrella stand
National Institute
telephone at their home, said Get the tall round kind that
of Mental Health
he could give no reason for her will support the umbrellas.
arrest.
Mrs. Thanh, a Buddhist and ATHLITT'S h•OT
Treatment Via Drugs
vocal women's rights leader, HOW TO TREAT IT—
Apply golek-ftryiai
Feel it
Drugs do not cure mental ill- has participated in numerous take
hold to ctroch iteA. horning in
ness, insofar as is now known. anti-government demonstrations AtINUTL.S. 1.1 3 to 1 days. infected
skin slough*, off. Watch HEALTHY
But they can relieve its symp- in South Vietnam. She
rvolaco III U ass delighted IN
is a akin
ONE HOUR, y•., 9k hack at •n)
toms in many cases and aid lawyer.
drug counter. NOW •t
other methods, such as psyHOLLAND DRUG CO
chotherapy, to be applied.
SAIGON (UPI)—Mrs. Ngo Ba
Thanh, a frequent critic of the
government of President Nguyen Van Thieu, was arrested and
jailed Tuesday night in Saigon.

Dangers can lurk in the WIC
of these drugs, and some authorities especially accent that
there are hazards involved in
psychoactive drugs, even those
prescribed for an individual by
a physician.

20 Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS

Thus, psychoactive—mind-affecting—drugs have many benefits, when properly administered. They usually have their
best results when appropriately
used as part of the total program of treatment.

VOTO

11.1tDmitis•TIMIS FILE

Wildy H. Cope, age 55, died August 17 at his home east of
Murray.
Miss Robbie Jo Parks, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Olive Parks,
was named Calloway County Farm Bureau queen at the annual
picnic held here.
Two ordinances were passed by the Murray City Council at the
regular meeting. Both are relative to the placing of city employees under the Social Security act.
Robert B. Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Miller, has been
invited to attend the Plymouth Motor Coperation's Fifth International Model Plane contest at Detroit, Mich., August 22-27.

No Mopping t p

THIEU FOE JAILED

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

Ten Years Ago Today
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Cincinnati Blanks St Louis
5-0; Drops Cards Into Third
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Murray State
Opens Gri▪d
Drills Today

By VITO STELLINO
Cardinals into third place, six bases before May singled to
UPI Sports Writer
games behind the Eastern win the game. Robertson and
The proud; old man was no Division
leading
Pittsburgh May also hit solo homers for Murray State University will
match for the brash, young kid Pirates, who downed Houston
open fall football practice today
Pittsburgh.
In Cincinnati Wednesday night. 2. Chicago moved into
second Johnny Callison, hitting .195 with 120 candidates for the team
In an interesting duel 35-year- place, 5/
1
2 games back, with a when he went to the plate, hit scheduled to report.
old Bob Gibson, who pitched a 7-2 victory over Atlanta.
In the his fourth career grand slam in The Racers will workout twice
no-hitter in his last start, faced other NL games, San Francisco
the eighth to hand Chicago the a day until registration for the
20-year-old Don Gullett, who blanked Philadelphia 7-0, New
fall semester begins Aug. 30.
victory over Atlanta.
pitched one-hit ball for 71-3 York edged Los Angeles 3-2 in
San Francisco stretched its Thereafter they will workout
innings in his last start. It was 10 innings and Montreal nipped
winning streak to five with a once a day.
no contest. Gullett pitched a San Diego 4-3.
triumph over Philadelphia to Their opening game will be
seven-hit shutout to boost his
In the American League, move 71
/
2 games ahead of Los against Western Carolina, Sept.
record to 14-4 while Gibson, 11- Baltimore nipped Milwaukee 6Angeles. John Cumberland 11, at Ashville, N. C.
11, was tagged for five runs in 4, Minnesota edged Cleveland 4pitched a five-hitter and Dick Coach Bill Furgerson says that
seven innings as Cincinnati 2, Chicago beat Detroit 4-2,
Dietz and Russ Gibson homered he thinks the Racers will be a
blanked St. Louis 5-0.
Washington routed Oakland 10- for the Giants.
tougher team than last year's
Bernie Carbo homered in the 3, New York topped Kansas
Tommie Agee doubled in the despite the loss of 20 lettermen.
third off Gibaon and George City 3-1 and Boston shaded
10th and scored on Ken "We'll have our best defense in
RAVAGES OF TIME-Arnold Palmer, describing his vision
Beebe has taken the liberty of providing a glimpse of how
Foster added a two-run triple California 4-3.
Singleton's single to give New years," Furgerson said, "and I
as "a little fuzzy," has been experimenting with wearing Palmer might look with these various styles, half-framed and
Inning in 4th inning to give Gullett Milt May's bases-loaded sinYork a victory over Los think we improved our offensive
glasses. The catch is, though, he doesn't wear them to play golf even a monocle. Of course, only Arnle's optometrist knows for
the help he needed. The young gle in the ninth with none out
Angeles. Willie Crawford dou- line enough in the spring to make
and never in public. Undaunted by the secrecy, artist Chuck sure what be wean.
fastballer, who had a 5-2 record, gave Pittsburgh the victory
bled in the last of the 10th and our running game go. We're big
mainly in relief, last year as the over Houston. Willie Stargell
we feel
moved to third on an infield out
to play
Reds coasted to the pennant, has started the rally with a double
who
but Denny Frisella retired the enough
have three quarterbacks
and
we
been one of the few Cincinnati off Denny Lemaster. After an
next two batters to end the can do a good job of running the
players to improve this season. intentional walk, Jim Ray
game and gain his sixth team."
It was a costly loss for St. replaced Letnaster and walked victory.
Furgerson said the team's
Lot is since it dropped the Bob Robertson to load the Pinch-hitter Coco Laboy
sin- major problem will likely be
gled in two runs in the seventh depth but d it can escape exbe able
By PAUL K. HARRAL
about the game," he said. "I Colorado great Bobby Anderson
inning to hand Montreal the tensive injuries it should
DENVER (UPI)-The 1971 was encouraged even though we in the same backfield. That's
victory over San Diego. Carl to play with any team on the
Six matches were played edition of the Denver Broncos made a lot of mistakes."
enough to give any defensive
Morton, 9-14, went six innings sched
Wednesday as the annual ladies is an all-Lou Saban team. And
Broncos are unit bad dreams. And a
the
says
He
to gain his first victory since will ul
bee.all-conference tackle match play tournament got under
the long sought dream of a "pretty much" on the schedule stronger offensive line will
July 7. Mike Marshall finished Dave Ford
and ptuitin(t a a at the Calloway Country
better than .500 season may he planned prior to the start of provide better protection for
up for his 15th save. Morton specialist Chuck Cantrell nub.
come true.
Horn and his backup quartertraining despite a slow start.
was 18-11 last year when he Captian of the team is linebacker
Twenty-two ladies were paired "My feeling is that we've got
"I'm quite pleased with our backs, all of whom can throw
' By NEIL HERSHBERG
as
led
the
the
defense
who
Frank
Head,
National
League's
in the tournament's four flights at
tying run before Brooks Robina good team," Saban, head football squad," he said.
the ball.
UPI Sports Writer
in both tackle and assists last the outset.
son was walked to set the stage Rookie of the Year.
coach and general manager, The 1971 edition of the "This is the year we've got to
season.
Wilbur Wood is pitching less for Johnson's key hit.
, In the championship flight, Sue says. "I've got a feeling of
Broncos features a new look on start moving in the direction of
Quarterbacks Steve Traynharn Morris, playing in the tourbat enjoying it more.
Ron Blomberg's two-out, twoconfidence."
the offense. The defense didn't a winning season, something
and Garnett Scott, who had a nament for the first time, played
The Chicago White Sox run double in the sixth inning
The Broncos dropped their need that much improvement Denver Bronco fans have never
rupted for three runs, two of backed the four-hit pitching of
spirited battle for team director steady golf to defeat Carol
first preseason game to Wash- anyway, finishing the 1970 enjoyed," Saban says. "We
*hem corning on Bill Melton's Mel Stottlemyre in New York's
last spring, are expected to Hibbard, who recently won the
ington 17-13 Saturday night, season ranked third in all of were very close last year, but
26th homer in the bottom of the win. With one out Jake Gibbs
continue the battle this fall.
club's ladies medal play tour- making the usual first game
pro football against the rush evidently we weren't quite
, six inning Wednesday night to singled and Dick Drago walked
nament, 4 and 3.
mistakes. But the Broncos and third in the American tough enough to maintain our
'defeat the Detroit Tigers, 4-2, Bobby Murcer. Roy White flied
She now faces Betty Joe moved the ball well, provided
Football conference in total fast start."
and earn Wood his 16th triumph deep to center field and both
Purdom who squeezed past their quarterbacks with adeThe Broncos in 1970 finished
defense.
Sof the season.
Evtlyn Jones with a 1-up victory. quate protection and showed
runners advanced before Blom- PHILADELPHIA (UPI) 54-1, winning four of the first
\
But
the
Leroy
addition
of
.- Wood, used exclusively in berg lined the first pitch to him The ninth annual Philadelphia
In the lower brackets, Venela themselves a threat on the all
Mitchell, acquired from the five games.
relief last season, was making for the decisive runs.
Sexton defeated Betty Lowry 4 crucial third down plays. Of 16
Golf Classic gets underway
Houston Oilers, can do nothing
his 30th start of the season in
and 3 and moved into a semi-final third downs, Denver converted
The Senators ripped off tritee today, battling to overcome
but help plug some of the holes
his new role. During the past doubles and a triple before acts of nature and the U.S.G.A.
bracket opposite Frances Hulse, seven.
in the defensive secondary.
2three seasons the ex-workhouse anyone was out in a seven-run which have eliminated an
who received a first-round bye. The Broncos also tested
"There's no question about
of the Sox' bullpen appeared in eighth inning to defeat Oakland. attraction, damaged the course
Although no matches were newly acquired quarterback
our two quarterbacks," Saban
241 games, leading the league
played Wednesday in the first Don Horn. Horn, who came
Washington's bonus rookie, and threatened the gallery.
says. "They definitely will help
.,in appearances each season.
Pete Broberg, limited the A's And to add to that, the The junior golfers tif the flight, the pairings show: Jean from Green Bay, hit three of
us and have already."
In other American League to five hits to pick up his fifth $150,000 tourney at the subur- Calloway Country Club and their Beshear playing Inis Orr and
eight and tossed a five-yard
On the offensive line, Saban By United Press Internationa
ction, Baltimore downed Mil- victory against three losses. ban Whitemarsh Valley Country families will be recognized and Margaret
Shuffett facing touchdown pass to Bobby
traded with Detroit for offen6-4,
waukee
Washington The Senator outburst began Club has a defending champion, honored tomorrow night at a Cathryn Garrott in the upper
Leading Ratters
Anderson. Steve Ramsey called sive tackle Roger Shoals and
trounced Oakland 10-3, New against Chuck Dobson to deal Billy Casper, who just now is potluck dinner at the clubhouse, brackets, while Sue Brown will
National League
signals
the
last
the
half,
hitting
added rookie tackles Mary
'beginning at 6:30 p.m.
Yoelt beat Kansas Olftf...3-k bit& &ix. third . loss in 15 hoping to make the cut.
G. AB. R. H. Pet.
meet Betty Hinton to determine '11 to 17 and threw an 18-yard
Montgomery of Southern Cali- Torre,St.L
4 Boston edged California 4-1 kid decisions.
125486 73 172 .354
Casper, who won here last Trophies and special awards, who will face Judy Latimer, a sowing pass to Mike Haffner.
fornia and John Kohler, drafted Baal, Chi
Minnesota defeated Cleveland 4- The Red, Sox, held hitless for year by three strokes with a will be presented to winners of first-round by getter, in the
115 463 74 163 .352
Bobbles
in
fielding
punts
gave
in the third round in 1970 from Garr, Atl
2.
120 489 79 162 .331
six innings by left-hander Clyde tournament record 274, 14 the club's annual junior golf semi-finals.
the
redskins
one
touchdown
and
South Dakota.
In the National League San Wright, erupted for three runs strokes under par, will be tournament last week in the
Snglln, Pitt 109 421 47 139 .330
In the second flight, Euldene fumbles kept Denver in trouble.
If that line proves and Clninte, Pitt 104 412 65 134 .325
Francisco blanked Philadelphia In the seventh on PhiliGaglia- .joined by such luminaries as various age groups participating. Robinson faces Jane Fitch in the
7-0, Pittsburgh nipped Houston no's bases-loaded double and Jack Nicklaus, Charles Coody, Mrs. Margaret Shuffett and Mrs. top bracket in a match with the But Saban got a look at some remains strong, opponents can Brock, St.L 120 486 92 157 .323
)f his men and all-in-all was not look for Floyd Little, winner of
3-2, Chicago whipped Atlanta 7- Lads Aparicio's pinch-hit single Ken Still, Kermit Zarley, Bruce Jerlene Sullivan are in charge of winner of which taking on Peggy
Jones, NY
104 398 44 128 .322
lisappointed with the game.
the conference rushing title last Alou, St.L
the
activities.
2, Cincinnati blanked St. Louis to down the Angels.
116 471 61 149 .316
Crampton, Frank Beared Dave
Billington, who deafeated Betty "I really don't feel too bad
year, and former University of Davis, LA
5-0, New York tripped Los The Twins waited out a two- Stockton and George Archer in
121 486 64 152 .313
The winners in the tournament Stewart Wednesday one up.
Angeles 3-2 in 10 innings and hour rain delay and finally pursuit of the $30,000 first
•am, All 109 380 70 119 .313
and
their scores are as follows:
In the third flight, both matPrize.
Montreal edged San Diego 4-3. defeated the Indians with the The tourney, which has been
American League
ches were played to put the
The Orioles erupted for all help of a two-run double in the struggling to make money since Boys, 14 to 17 years of age: winners in the finals. In the top
G. AB. R. H. Pct.
Robbie Hibbard, 94; Lee Stewart
their runs in the sixth inning third inning by Cesar Tovar.
Oliva, Min
100 389 61 140 .360
its inception in 1963, got its first and Wes Furgerson tying
bracket, Euva Nelle Mitchell
with
96.
with the key blow a bases- Minnesota took a 3-0 lead in belt when the U.S.G.A. held the
Mrcr, NY
120 436 79 143 .328
Shismeyer,
Elizabeth
eliminated
loaded double by Dave Johnson. the third inning when Steve prestigious U.S. Open at the Stewart won a sudden death while Beverly Spann was
Otis, KC
114 447 67 138 .309
Mery Rettenmund started the Braun drew a walk, moved to nearby Merlon Golf Club a little playoff by taking the first hole. defeating Nancy Haverstock in
Tovr, Min
118 495 76 141 .305
' rally with a single and Paul third on a single by Jim Nettles more than two months ago.
Rettmnd Bait
Girls, 14 to 17 years of age: (9 the lower bracket.
Blair was safe on an error. and scored on George Mitter- That threatened to cut down holes played) Jan Shuffett, 55,
103 354 65 107 .302
Frank Robinsin walked, loading wald'ss single.iBoth Nettels and attendance here and then Gay Crass, 63, and Julie Oakley,
Rojas, KC
113 409 55 12 .301
the Isms and a single by Ellie Mitterwald came around on crowd-pleaser
Minchr, Wash
Lee Trrino, 79.
Hendricks brought home the Tovar's double.
102 325 39 97.298
winner of the U.S. and British
Boys, 12 and 13 years of age:
Ftchdt, Chi
105 390 44 116 .297
Opens, had his appendicitis at- Jeff Oakley,91; David Frank. 93;
Smith, Bos
122 476 69 140 .294
tack which cancelled his planned and Gary Sullivan, 95 Girls. 12
Horton, Det 113 432 61 126 .292
appearance.
and 13: (9 holes played ) Nancy
Home Runs
Arnold Palmer, another draw- Shuffett, 65; Mary Ann Littleton,
National
League: Stargell,
CARNICELLI
By
JOE
Dolphins signed tight end Mary New York Giants Sunday after
ing card, passed up the 66; and Lynn Hewitt, 72.
Ptt 41; H. Aaron, Atl and May,
UPI Sports Writer
Fleming, who played out his being sidelined by injuries.
tournament to rest, as did Gary
Boys, 10 and 11: Howard
Cin 32; Johnson, Phil 27;
Five years ago, Jim Grabowq- option with the Packers.
Player.
The giants lost offensive
Boone,91; Lynn Sullivan. 98: and ski pocketed a check worth
Offensive
guard Jim Vellone tackle Charlie Harper in a William, Ad and Montanez, Phil
Then came a prolonged
Nick Hibbard, 108 Girls. 10 and nearly half a million dollars
25.
of the
Minnesota
Vikings freak accident Wednesday,Ver
drought followed by heavy rains
11: (6 holes played Tammy and was on top of the world_
American League: Melton,
underwent
surgery
Wednesday
bone
in
which have damaged the parbroken
a
suffered
he
Boone, 47; Leeanna Dick 4, and Today he's just another name for
and Cash, Det 26; Smith,
Chi
removal
of
his
spleen
The
72, 6,606-yard
course and
his foot after a fire broke out in
Laurie Crass, 50.
Bos
25;
Petrocelll, Bos, Horton,
on
the
National
Football
League surgery was performed in an the cafeteria at lunchtime.
resulted in winter rules being
By VERNON E. BROWN
were so rude to him because of adopted by tournament offi- Beginners (3 holes played): waiver list.
effort to control Hodkin's Harper jumped out a window De and Murcer, NY 22.
Copley News Service
Runs Batted In
his
Mexican-American cials.
Grabowski, who teamed with disease, a form of cancer, and twisted his foot after a
Boys: Hal Hendricks. 21;
National
heritage and because of the
League: Stargell,
Donny
Anderson
in
1966
as
which
was discovered during a five-foot drop.
Despite the adversities, Jack Tommy Shown. 25. and George
One of the most unique sports color of his skin.
Pitt 108; Tbrre, St. L 99; H.
Green Bay's million dollar routine pre-training physical.
Brandon,
Bell,
Karen
33.
Houston
Girls:
Montgomery,
of
Hughes
the
Coach
tournament
Ed
in America is golf. It's a family
This was the fourth time this director, was confident of 40; Becky Shuffett, 48. and Susan rookie backfield, was put on Vellone was reported in named rookie Dan Pastorini to Aaron, AU 86; Montanez, Phil
spectator event, as well as a
waivers by the Packers Wed- satisfactory condition and he start at quarterback against Robinson, Halt, Petrocelli, Bos,
man
had donated a share of his SUCCESS.
Crass, 51.
family participating event.
nesday
purse
after failing to rebound said he hoped the surgery was Philadelphia Saturday night and Murcer, N. Y.and Bando, Oak 75.
to charity. This is a man
Mother and dad can play, as
who
'from
came
a
from
the
series of knee injuries. successful so that he could Tommy Prothro, coach of the
alums,
well as little sister and big
Pitching
from poverty. This is a man of
"It was just a move we had resume his career next season. Los Angeles Rams, said that
brother
American League
National
League: Jenkins,
golfing
League.
ability
National
who
should
have
to
make,"
said
Dan Devine, the The Dallas Cowboys placed quarterback Roman Gabriel
Its a sport few minorities
East
Chi 19-9: Ellis, Pitts 174;
been allowed to be on the tour
East
Packers'
new
coach
and
action.
more
seeing
would
be
have broken into; fewer than
Tucker
Wendell
receiver
wide
W. L. Pct. GB
many, many years ago.
W. I.. Pc. GB general manager. "I was just and place kicker Dave Conway Prothro had been looking over Carlton, St. L 16-6; Pappas, Chi
that have won major tourBaltimore
74 44 .627
But
he
is
a
MexicanPittsburgh
73
51 589 ... afraid he was going to get on waivers and both were three possible backup candi- 15-10; GuLlett, an 14-4; Downestablished
naments, or have
Boston
66 57 .537 101
/
2 Chicago
ing, LA 144.
1
2 hurt."
66 55 54:) 5/
themselves as greats - as we American, and when you are Detroit
8
signed immediately. Tucker, dates in past pre-season games. Amerldni
65
57
.533 11 St. Louis
or
League: Blue, Oak
67 57 549 6
Grabowski,
a
have in other sporting events. black brown, you've got to be New York
6-foot-2,
220Los
with
part of the trade
63 61 .506 14
22-4; Lolich, Det 19-9; Wood,
New York
496
111
60
/
2
61
pound
Lee Trevino is the leading super black or brown.
OGDEN
fullback,
had
broken
all
SIGNS
Angeles which saw Lance
51 70 .421 241
/
2 Philadelphia 53 69 434
In:Inany articles I've read. Washington
money winner thus far in 1971.
19
of Red
Grange's
rushing Rentzel go to the Rams, was
PHHADELPHIA (UPI) - Chi 16-9; Cuellar, Dobson and
Cleveland
49 74 398 271
/
2
Trevino
as
"Suto
they
refer
Montreal
413
has
50 71
211
/
2
He's an excellent golfer; he
Carlbs
University
at
records
the
while
Ogden, a reserve for- Palmer, Balt 154; Drago, KC
Green
while
Denver
by
West
taken
"the cocky
15-7; Hunter, Oak 15-10.
West
class; and, he has to have had per-Mexican," or
of
ward
Illinois
and
set
six
Big
with
Ten
the Philadelphia
Bay signed Conway, who had 46
W. L. Pet. GB
Chicano," or "the Mexicanthick skin and an armor-plated
1.
W.
Pct.
GB
Records.
76ers
of
He
was
Green Bay's and 50-yard field goals in prethe National Basketball`
Oakland
78 44 .639 ...
American extrovert."
San Francisco 74 51 592 .-14440. 1 draft choice and along
body for some of the narrowAssociation, Wednesday signed STOP ITCHING
season games.
/
2 Ala Angeles 66
I would like to see the world, Kansas City 63 58 5.21 141
minded fans who have been
58 5:16 7% 'With Anderson, drafted as a The Baltimore Colts cut their his 1971 contract.
WITH ITCH-ME-NOT!
60 63 .488 181
/
2 Atlanta
especially the American Chicago
very disrespectful to him.
65 62 .512 10
future out of Texas Tech the roster to 54 by dropping to
IN
15 MINUTES
California
57
68
456
221
/
2
media,
sportscasters and
In my opinion, Lee Trevino
Houston
The Itch Is gone. or yew 51/1c back
61 62 496 12
season,
previous
E'TTER
signed
for
BACK
of
Bowling
Minnesota
Lloyd
rookies--Tom
Apply
55
66
quich-dryiag ITCH-ME-NOT te
.455
221
/
2 Cincinnati
is, first of all, a man. Second, newsvrriters, refer to Trevino,
60 65 480 14
kill.
ltc5in
:
ugeLcinio
e...
tot erv
ite.d
nearly $I million between the Green and Stan Hansen of West SOUTH BEND, hid. (UPI)51 70 .421 261
/
2 San Diego
he's proved that he is one of the not as the Mexican-American, Milwaukee
46 79 .368 28
two.
Texas State and Cincinnati Bill Etter, who backed up Notre fast itch. ether surface rashes. TO
Wednesday's Results
greatest golfers of all time. not as the super-Mexican, and
Wednesday's Results
He became a starter two released Jack Stambaugh of Dame quarterback Joe TheisThird, he won the British Open not as the Chicano, but instead Boston 4 California 3
San Fran 7 Phila 0
years later but then suffered Oregon and Mark Debevc of mann until being sidelined by a
Minnesota
Trevino,
a
greet
4
Clev 2, night
golfer.
championship recently, and his as Lee
3 Houston 2, night
the first of a series of knee Ohio State.
head injury in pre-season
winnings were $13,200. He
Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Ultimate .6 Milw 4, night
Chicago 7 Atlanta 2, night
injuries
eventually
which
The New England Patriots practice in 1970, will return to
donated $4,800 to a British Palmer and Ben Hogan were Chicago 4 Detroit 2, night
Clnci 5 St. Louis 0, night
marked his downfall
waived rookies Nick McGarry the football team this season, it
Washington 10 Oakland 3,
orphanage.
never referred to as the "super
New York 3 Los Agn 210 inn
John Brockington, the Pack- of Massachusetts and Lew was announced Wednesday by a
However, during the tour- white golfers," or the "white night
CHIROPRACTOR
ers' no. 1 draft choice from Swain of Alabama and signed university spokesman.
nament, some of the British American golfers." They were New York 3 Kansas City
ontreal 4 San Dgo 3, night
Ohio State, has moved in as a Mike Wynn, a tackle from
extremely referred to by their names. I'm night
were
Is now accepting
fans
Friday's Games
backfield starter.
Friday's Games
disrespectful. They harassed wondering how many of us can
INS SIGNS
Nebraska who was dropped by
appointments.
Also released by the Packers Oakland
Pitts at Cincinnati, night
the man, doing a good job put ourselves into this man's Boston at Oakland, night
BALTIMORE (UPI) - Paul
office will be
Wednesday were veteran wide
San Fran at Montreal, night
showing how much culture is shoes Certainly, the success New York at Calif, night
The New York Jets said that ems, 18, who was selected by
open, August 30,
receiver Jack ('Iancy and two veterans --wide receiver he Baltimore Orioles in last
left in Britain. Trevino took the and the money would make it Wash at Kansas City, 2, twi-rit Los Angeles at Phila, night
humiliation in stride, won the easy to say yes, but how would Milwaukee at Detroit, night
1971, 9:00 a m.
rookie linebacker Curtis Jones Don Maynard and defensive une's free agent baseball
Houston at Chicago, 2
gave we react, suffering as he suf- Chicago at Cleveland, night
and
tournament,
St. Louis at Atlanta, night
of Missouri. Clancy was ac- tackle Steve Thompson-would aft, Wednesday signed with
Phone 753-9960
something back to those who fers'
Minnesota at Baltimore, night San Diego at New York, night quired from Miami after the be ready for action against the
American League club.

Ladies Match
Play Tourney
Gets Underway

White Sox Stop
Tigers Wednesday

Philadelphia
Golf Classic
Gets Underway

1971 Version Of The Denver
Broncos Is All Saban Team

Junior Golf
Winners To
Be Honored

Major League
Leaders

i

!

/

ii

Jim Grabowski Put On Waivers
By Green Bay Packers Wednesday

YOU CAN MAKE IT

Trevino merits
more respect

Baseball Standings

DR. D. CHRIS
EMMERT

r
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Mrs. J. B. Burkesn .

71.1-41117

VONAV4/1Baptist Women Of
Elm Graft MOT At
The Cossey Home

Miss Shelia Cunningham And Teddy Lee
Cohoon Exchange Vows In Candlelight
Ceremony At The Memorial Church

Miss
Debbie
Edmonds,
laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Edmonds of Murray, has cosnThursday, August 11
pleted plans for her wedding to
Murray High School students Steven R. Tucker, son of Mr.
and
their
1971 annuals Mrs. J. R. Tucker of Madisonmay pick up
from three to six p.m. on the ville, on Friday, August 20.
stage auditorium. Please bring
Rev. Morrison Galloway will
receipt and any balance owed on perform the ceremony at seventhe annual.
thirty o'clock in the evening at
the First United Methodist
Church. A program of nuptial
Clean up day will be held at the music will be presented
by Miss
Hazel Elementary School from Gina
Lawrence,
Benton,
nine am. to ten p.m.
organist, and Miss Janet French,
Paris, Tenn., soloist.
A barbecue for the Baptist
Mrs. Pat Scott will be the
Women and their families of the matron of honor for her sister.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church The bridesmaids will be Miss
will be held at the City Park at Dana Carpenter of Benton, Miss
seven p.m.
Cindi Alexander, Miss Celia
Taylor, Mrs. Gary Ftoedemeir,
The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club will and Miss Genny Tucker.
meet at the Woman's Club House The flower girls will be Miss
Kim Edwards,sister of the bride'
at 6:30 p.m.
elect, and Miss Amy Robinson,
I
niece of the groom-elect.
Alim-Cookout and dance for
members from grades ninth Robert J. Tucker, Madisonthrough college and their guests ville, brother of the groom-elect,
will be held at the Calloway will be best man. The groomsmen
County Country Club starting at will be Eddie Armstrong of
five p.m. Music will be by Iron Murray, Joe McCoy and David
Stone. Admission is $1.00 stag Tucker, brother of the groomelect, both of Madisonville, Tim
and $1.50 drag.
Mappin of Louisville, and Pat
Scott.
Friday, August 20
A reunion for the family of John Following the ceremony a
and Ruby Jewell will be held at reception will be held in the social
the Murray City Park from four hall of the church.
p.m. to dark. All firends and All friends and relatives are
relatives are invited. A potluck invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
dinner will be served.

Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Garland of
Kirksey had as their weekend
pests, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Pollack and son, Tommy, of
Rocky River, Ohio. Mrs. Garland
and Mrs. Pollock met while
working in a defense plant at
Cleveland, Ohio, during World
War II and have visited each
other frequently. The Pollocka
were here about five years ago.

The Baptist Women of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church met in the
home of Mrs. George Cossey on
Thursday, August 12, at onethirty o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Earl Lee was the leader
for the program on the theme,
"Italian Creativity-Response to
Changing Society". She gave the
call to prayer and read the
scripture from Philippians 2:1-16
Alfred B. Taylor of Murray
followed by prayer by Jesse Route Seven has been dismissed
Roberts.
from the Western Baptist
Other members taking part in Hospital, Paducah.
the program were Mrs. Charles
Burkeen, Mrs. Wilbur Weston, Leslie Lockard of Murray has
Mrs. Robert Weston, Mrs. Alvin been a patient at Lourdes
Futrell, Mrs. Keys Keel, and Hospital, Paducah.
Mrs. Alfred Keel. The closing
prayer was led by Mrs. Harry
Shekel.
Shape Up For Summer
The president, Mrs. Charles
Do you need to 'shape up for
Burkeen, presided and the summer fun and fashion by slimwatdswords were
repreated. ming down? Generous amounts
Mrs. Futrell, secretary, read the of protein as provided by meat
minutes and Mrs. Shekell gave are important in weight reducthe treasurer's report. Other tion meals. A minimum or 7
reports were given.
ounces cooked lean meat daily
Refreshments were served by is recommended by nutrition authorities.
the hostess, Mrs. Cossey.

Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Lee Cohoon
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Will Be Employed
as a Beautician at
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EVELYN'S BEAUTY
SALON

Ill

Located in Central Shopping Center
Starting Wednesday, August 25

9I
ill

Phone 753-2511 for An Appointment
EVELYN TUCKER - Owner and Operator

Operators

• Rosemary Kondratko
• Virginia Milby
• Paulette Steele Reed
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Miss Cindy Koenen
Honored At Coffee
At Starks' Home
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III
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FBIRTHSA

Attendants, Guests
Honored, Luncheon
By The Penningtons

FBIRTHSj

Ill
Ill
III
III
Ill

Paulette Steele Reed

Saturday, August 21
A Sock-Hop for the junior high
group will be held at the Calloway
County Country Club from 7:30 to
ten p.m. Each member may
Invite two guests and the admission is 75 cents per person. Miss Cindy Koenen, bride-elect
Music will be by the Merle Pride of Dan Meador, was the honoree
Band.
at a coffee held at the lovely
home of Mrs. Roy Starks,
Monday, August 23
Sycamore Street, on Wednesday,
The Calloway County
Red August 11, from ten to eleven.
Cross Volunteers will meet at thirty o'clock in the morning.
1:30 p.m. in the conference room
The gracious hostesses for the
of the Murray-Calloway County occasion were Mrs. Starks, Mrs.
Convalescent Ward to Plan their Sam Knight, and Mrs. John
work which will begin in Sept- Youngerman.
ember. All uniformed Volun- For the event the honoree chose
teers, former Volunteers or Gray to wear a light blue pant suit. Her
Ladies, and those interested in mother, Mrs. Howard Koenen,
becoming Volunteers are urged wore a turquoise knit dress, and
to attend. For more information her sister, Miss Cathy Koenen,
call 753-1421.
was attired in a pale green knit
suit. They were all presented
The Board of Directors of the hostesses' corsages of daes.
Murray Chapter of National
Refreshments were served
cretaries Association (Int.) from the table overlaid with a
will meet at the Bank of Murray white cloth and centered with an
at five p.m. All officers rine arrangement of white daisies
committee chairmen are urged tc flanked by yellow candles. Mrs.
attend
Youngerman presided at the
silver coffee service.
'Tuesday, August 24
The bride-elect was presented
The 1971 yearbooks for with a special wedding gift by the
Calloway County High School hostesses.
may be picked up at the school Twenty persons called during
from eight a.m. to three p.m. the morning hours.
through Friday, August 27
balaoce of three dollars is due
on each of the yearbooks.

Reception
Amidst -a lovely setting ot
flowers and candelabra in the Immediately following the
sanctuary of the Memorial ceremony the bride's parents
Baptist Church, Miss Sheila were hosts for the reception held
Cunningham, daughter of Mr. m the fellowship hall of the
and Mrs. Alfred Cunningham, church.
became the bride of Teddy Lee The guests were greeted by the
Cohoon,son of Mr. and Mrs. John bridal couple, her attendant,
Mrs. Hale, and the parents of the
Cohoon.
Dr. Billy G. Hurt of Paducah bride and groom.
By Abigail Van Buren
officiated at the candlelight The bride's beautifully apceremony read at eight o'clock in pointed table was overlaid with a
DEAR ABBY: Our son frll call him "Rick") is in high
school. Rick and a classmate are best friends. This friend
the evening on Thursday, August pink satin cloth under pink net
5. Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of and centered with a gorgeous
has always been extremely courteous and seemed to be a
the Memorial Church, assisted centerpiece of pink carnations
model lad in every respect. My husband and I were pleased
and snapdragone with white
Br. Hurt.
tbat Rick had chosen a boy of such fine character to pal
A program of nuptial music cherubs flanked by burning
armed with.
was presented by Mrs. Bobbie tapers in matching candelabra.
Rick's friend went away for a vacation and yesterday
The two tiered wedding cake was
Garrison, organist.
Rick received a letter from him. While straightening Rick's
The ceremony was read as the topped with wedding bells. Silver
room I sew the letter lying on his desk. Without meaning to
couple stood beneath the white appointments were used to serve
pry, and because I had a genuine interest in knowing how
wrought iron arch entwined with the punch,cake, nuts, and mints.
the friend was getting along. I read the letter and now I wish
wisteria
blossoms
I hadn't.
and Mrs. Tommy Williamsi Mrs.
huckleberry flanked by baskets Joe Pat Cohoon, Miss Rosemary
Such foul language! I was shocked and revolted. I
of pink gladioli, lilies, and Scott, and Mrs. Belinda Thomas,
actually felt contaminated. Could this be the same young
greenery. To further enhance the sister of the bride, presided at the
man I knew and admired? Is this the language he and our
wedding scene white candles refreshment table.
son use together? Why do young people feel they have to use
burned in the seven branched After the reception the couple
dirty words to express themselves?
candelabra. The family pews left for a short wedding trip to
Alto I know I am prejudiced, I don't think I will ever
were marked with wisteria Nashville, Term., with the bride
feel the same toward that boy again. However 1 don't want
wearing a navy crepe dress with
blossoms and white ribbons.
to alienate my son.
a
navy and white crepe vest with
Bride's
Dress
How do I handle this situation?
RICK'S MOTHER
The bride, given in marriage navy accessories. She wore her
DEAR MOTHER: What's to beadle? The etfeasive
by her father, was lovely in her mother's white orchid as - her
language was not intended for your eyes. Young people land
wedding gown of white organza corsage.
A baby girl, Kimberly Ann,
mate older ones] talk "dirty" became it makes diem feel
over white satin fashioned em- Mr. and Mrs. Cohoon are now
weighing seven pounds four
unrestricted sad "grown up."
pire style with a high neckline, residing in their new mobile
ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Say lambing to year sou shoat it. had to the future. and long organza sleeves which home in Fox Meadows Trailer
Toy Blagg of Benton Route Eight
Mother, if you want to know bow any of Rick's friesas are
came to points at the wrists. Lace Court, Murray.
on Monday, August 16, at 2:20
Rehearsal Dinner
getting Meat. ash Rick_
trim was used around the
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
neckline, as cuffs for the sleeves, Mr. and Mrs. John Cohoon,
County Hospital.
and around the hem of the floor parents of the groom,entertained
DEAR ABBY: Would you believe that my wife got an
The father is self employed as a
Miss
Penningt
Ann
on
of
with a rehearsal dinner at their
overdraft notice from the bank informing her that she was length dress.
Murray and her mother, Mrs. R. used car dealer.
lovely
home
on
Magnolia
Her
long
cathedral length veil
Drive
*17 88 overdrawn in her checking account, so she sat down
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Blagg of
of illusion, outlined in lace, was on Wednesday evening, August 4. E. Pennington, Jr., of Garfield Benton and Mr. and
and wrote out a CHECK for $17.98 to cover and
Mrs. Robert
Heights,
it
Ohio
entertaine
d
with
mailed it
a
attached to a headpiece of The dinner was served buffet
to the bank'
McKendree of Benton Route
LOVE HER ANYWAY
blossoms and seed pearls. She style from the dining room table luncheon at the Holiday Inn at Eight are the grandpare
nts.
DEAR LOVE: With some of the roan I get. I can believe
carried a cascade bouquet of pink overlaid with a pale yellow cloth twelve-thirty o'clock in the af- A great grandmot
her is Mrs.
Friday,
on
ternoon
August
6,
for
anythhig.
and
centered
carnations and greenery.
with
an
Susie Washburn of Benton.
Mrs. Ronnie Hale was the arrangement of white daisies the bridal attendants and out-ofDEAR ABBY This is for "INDEPENDENT WIDOW" matron of honor and the bride's flanked by pale yellow candles in town guests who attended Miss
Pennington's wedding to Daniel
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Cole of
whose big beef was "stupid" waitresses who ask two women
only attendant. She was gowned crystal holders.
who are traveling together, "Separate checks?" The in a long formal pink dress styled
Gifts were presented by the York McKeel on Saturday Benton Route Four are the
parents of a baby boy, David
waitress should KNOW that under the circumstances each
with a rounded neckline and bridal couple to their attendants. evening. August 7.
Ray,
weighing eight pounds two
Present
lady pays her own way, so why embarrass them by asking?
were members of the
puffed sleeves. A wide satin band
A color scheme of lavender and ounces, born on Tuesday, August
added interest at the waistline wedding party and their guests
Look lady, I've been slinging huh for 17 years, and I'm
white was carried out in the table 7, at three p.m. at the Murrayline of her dress. Mrs. Hale
still not able to read minds.
decoration
s and favors for the Calloway County Hospital.
carried
a
How am I supposed to know if you are "traveling
nosegay of pink carguests
nations with long green satin
together"? For all I know, you could be sisters!
They have three daughters
streamers.
How would YOU like to wait tables when it's 102 degrees
Mr. and Mrs. William W
Joe Pat Cohoon, brother of the Fandrich of 1115 Circaroma, In addition to the hostesses and Renita Kay,age nine, Rene Lynn
outside and the air conditioner breaks down, the bus boy
doesn't show up, the new girl is crying in the back because groom, served as best man. The Murray, announce the birth of a Mrs. W. C. McKeel, soother cr age seven, and Regina Sue, age
some creep chewed her out because he found a piece of tin ushers were Allen Cunningham, baby boy, William Willis, Jr , the groom-elect, of hicirtay, the five. The father is self employed.
foil in his baked potato, people are waiting at the cash brother of the bride, Donnie weighing seven pounds, born on guest list included Miss Pen- Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
register, and to top it all, two little old ladies tell you they Cohoon, brother of the groom, Friday, August 6, at four p.m. at nington's grandmothers, Mrs. R. Tory Cole of Marshall, Mich., and
the Murray-Calloway County E. Pennington, Sr., of Woodville, Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Scott of
wanted separate checks after you already put everything on and Wells Overbey.
Texas, and Mrs. A. P. Williams Coavool, Mo. A great grandMrs.
Cunningh
am,
Hospital.
mother
of
one?
of Parma, Ohio; the attendants: mother is Mrs. Susie Laster of
the bride, chose to wear a pink
I say, "Ask and you shall receive"
They have three daughters, Mrs. Kerry Curling of So. Fulton, Coavool,
Mo.
DEAD TIRED AT BIG DADDY'S crepe knit dress fashioned with a &man,Sharon, and Lee Ann. The
Tenn; Miss Patsy Boyle Austin,
high jewel neckline and long
father is with the Purdom and Texas; Miss Jan Hammond,
DEAR ABBY: You answered an inquiry by stating, "-in sleeves with pink peau de soie Thurman Insurance and Real
Louisville, Miss Gina Barron, Mr. and Mrs. Junior Curtis
shoes. Her corsage was a white
spite of all the women's 'libbing it up' it's still a man's
Estate, Murray.
Paducah, and Miss Ann Bradley, Gore of Benton Route One are the
orchid
world."
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Petersburg,
Mrs. Larry parents of twin girls born on
The groom's mother, Mrs.
John Fandrich of Belvidere, Stringfield ,Mrs. A. W.Simmons, Sunday, August
I maintain that just the opposite is true, and here's
15,at the Murray.
Cohoon, wore a pale blue knit
Tenn.,
and Mrs. John Ramsey of Jr. and Mrs. Cletus Hubbs of Calloway County
proof:
dress with matching accessories.
Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. Lucy Murray; Mies Doris Ann Swaner, Darlene
When a MAN is born, everyone asks, "How is the A
Fay, weighing five
white orchid was her corsage.
Fandrich of Belvidere, Tenn., is a Fancy Farm; Miss Sherry Wyatt, pounds 121,4
mother'!"
ounces, was born at
Mrs. Rural Jones and Mrs.
great
When a MAN marries, they ask, "How did the bride Erie Cunningham, grandmot
grandmother. Mayfield; Mrs. Gene Fairchild, 1:42 p.m. and Marlene
hers
Gay,
look?"
St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs. J. W. weighing five pounds twelve
of the bride, and Mrs. E. L.
they
Saving
dies,
ask.
MAN
When
a
"How much money did Cohoon, grandmother of the
And
Sheets
Cooper, Mrs. George Runge, ounces, was born at 1:45 p.m.
Don't throw away torn sheets Mrs. F. A. Chappell, Mrs. J. E. They have two other
be leave her?"
'NUF SED groom, wore corsages of white
daughters,
and pillow cases; you can save Potter,and Mrs. E. E. Hough of Cherl Ann, age
carnations.
five, and Lisa
What's your problem? You'll feel better II you get it off
them,
even
make
them
look bet- Paducah; Mrs. R. M. Griffith of Gail, age three. The father is
The register at the church was
ter than before, with inin
your eteat. Write to ABBY. lies MN. Los Angeles, Cal. _keptttpy Mrs.
- on Lexington; Miss Janet French, employed by the Ashby CornBarry Cain who sheet
'n
~Noe
stamped,
pillow
reply
personal
Me. For a
arldremed We a corsage of
patches. Simply Pads, Term.; Mrs. Joseph York pony, Benton.
white car- trace an
Interesting design envelope.
nations. The register table was flowers,
of Troy, Michigan, aunt of the
fruit, etc-onto a patch,
-elect, Miss Nancy Sies of Grandparens are Aubrey Gore
overlaid with a gold cloth cut it out
and iron it right over groom
Fee thby's mew batolltlet, "What Teca-Agert Waal ta adorned with white candles in the torn
Illoomfiel
d Hills, Mich., cousin of of Benton Route One and Mrs
11112. The rip is mended
Myrtle Tubbs of Benton Routs
Kaaw.- sesil Si 1a Abby. dos WM. Leo A•geles cal Wen. milk glass holders.
the groom-elect.
securely, and decoratively.
Nine.

Once again: don't
read son's mail

III

Plans Completed By Debbie Edmonds For Her Friday Wedding

1,71toorah,\\

(Tubbs Studio Photo)
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Our great travel-in -tricolor plot
by VANITY FAIR,
Now one perfect robe goes everywhere with
all. In the most elegant, easy shape. In the luxurious new no-show nylon, Tricopague'.-And in
tricolor plays that pay off beautifully with matching Vanity Fair gowns, Pi's, sleep-shirts. Have it
in Happy Red, Fawn or Wisteria, with contrasting triple-stripes where they count most. P,
S,
M, 1, $22.
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LITTLETON'S
The Happy Yellow Store
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of moisture.
derosa pine windows, available relatively simple Job for a car- LONGER DAY
MIGRATION SLOWS
EYE SWITCH
Insulating giss-s — two panes in many styles and sizes at penter.
LONDON (UPI 1—Things are
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI5
a
hold
to
sealed at the edges
So open up your house now
building supply centers, have
n„
MOSCOW (UPI) —Once upon back to normal with bartenders —Fewer Americans moved to
layer of Insulating air—works the rich look of wood. They for a year-round view of your
past year than
the same way. It keeps heat in are preservative-treated to re_ garden Double-glazed ponde- a time —in the paleozoic era, to Bert Rees, 51, and Ron Seeney, California in the
during any year since World
the house in winter and pre- slat weather and sanded rosa pine windows will keep be exact —there were 420 days
40' in the Pan American
the state
vents messy condensation and smooth, ready for paint or your house comfortable even in a year, a
VIP War ,departm
Club Work!
ent of
a
Soviet scientist Airways Clipperr
when the snow falls on the says,
drioPing.
stain.
lounge at Heathrow airport.
finance reported Tuesday.
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CREATE A FANTASTIC FALL WARDROBE... AND
ONLY HANCOCK'S WILL KNOW HOW LITTLE YOU SPENT!
America's Finest Quality Fabrics At The Lowest Prices!

COHAMit'S PEPPERTONE TWEED •Matching Sweater Knit & Plaids

$ 49
Yard

•54-in. Wide• Machine Washable•100% Acrylic•Look Of Wool.

MILLIKEN'S "EXPO" ACRYLIC

•54" Wide.

•Machine Wash• Monsanto W•a r Dated•100% Acrylic Face•100% Tricot Back
•Solids, Plaids, Geometrics, Reversible:
CIR
i.•

HELLER'S ACRYLIC DOUBLE KNIT JERSEY

$ 98

• Looks Like Butte Knit•Washes Like Polyester•60" Wide•26 Colon

Yard
\r"

AVONDALES BRUSHED DENIM •45-In
MOTHER, 10, AND BABY DOING FINE—Ten-year-old
Mirta Aires smiles as she sees her newborn son, Ramon
Marcola, at a hospital in a suburb of Buenos Aires, Argentina, for the first time. Mother and baby are reported doing fine.
(Radiophoto)

31 98

Wide

•Polyester Cotton•Perm-Prose•12 Colors And Herringbone Tweed

FALL SPORTSWEAR

AMERITEX QUILTED
SKI JACKET FABRIC

NEW SPRINGMAID SUPER STOWE!

SPRINOMAID SUPER SPRING KNIGHT
•65% Polyester 35 00 Cotton• Peasant Prints
•Dress Prints

SYLVAN LOOM'S COTTON CREPE
• 100% Cotton Screen Prints

• Jim Dandy Grits
• Blue Jean Denim
•Laying Mash

3
$98

• 45-In. Wide • Nylon Face & Back
• Polyester Filler• Coat Linings,
Snow Jackets, Jump Suits, etc.

•50% Polyester 504)/0 Cotton•Firma Preis
• Children's Prints, Solids, Novelty Prints

AVONDALE

Yard

Yard

LOOMSKILL'S MISCHIEF
BOUCLE JERSEY PRINTS

169

•100% Antron Nylon • 45" Wide
• Beautiful Range of Prints

Yard

• Rig. $3.98 Vol.• Machine Wash

COHAM,A'S AQUARAUIS
Cotton Suroh
Peasant Prints

Cotton
Double Knit
Prints

REMEMBER! THE BRANDS YOU KNOW
AND TRUST COME FROM HANCOCK'S

AND OF COURSE

100% POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS
• Heller•Steli • Gold Mills• DHJ
Hayden Lawson • Milliken • Carlton
• Blends• Knit-Away• Hargro
• Cohama • Jerre!!• Helm •
Pacific
•Sylvan Looms
•Crepe Stitch •Ponte Roma Stitch •
Yarn Dye
Fancies • Geometric. • Menswear Look, Heather
Tones Priced From

All Newt I nwood's

BONDED 100%
POLYESTER KNIT
• Solids, Crepe Stitch, Geometric:
and Yarn Dyed Fancies

35

Yard

DOLLAR WOES PLAGUE U.S. TOURISTS --- With major
European gold and money markets in a turmoil followin President Nixon's zive-the-dollar moves, American
hits are finding the to.ing rough. One (top) finds out
th the -National Bank in Zui ich, Switzerland, has limlit to $30 the amount of money tourists can exchange
for francs per day. Lower, a Nign over a teller's window
in Rome. says no more than $5 will be accepted from one
person .it Leonardo de Vinci Airport.
(Cahleplinfos)
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9 a.m.-9 p.m.
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LASSIC C
It's Everything You Wanted

Q'Family-size picture
Fk'Beautiful cabinetry
lir Budget price
• GIANT 23" PICTURE
• A.F.T.
• ULTRA-BRITE TUBE
• ACCUCOLOR

CAL110u N
Model GP 532
23' Masons ,

CIRCLES OF BARBED WIRE frame this South Vietnamese soldier on guard at an
outpost in the U Minh Forest. The forest has been a Viet Cong lair for two decades.
It is in the southeast area of the Mekong Delta.

Some communities
show what can be done
BY P&UL COMOVA
Copley News Service
This is a time of deep concern
about the cities, when there is a
nagging doubt that they can be
preserved as integral parts of a
society which long ago abandoned its rural heritage.
But anyone who says all
cities are dead does not recognize the fact that a number of
the major urban communities
have made strides toward
meeting the challenge of the
1970s.
New Haven and Hartford,
Conn.; Savannah and Atlanta,
Ga.; Phoenix, Ariz.; Denver,
Colo.; Albuquerque, N.M.;
Nashville, Tenn.; Jacksonville,
Fla.; San Diego and San Francisco — these are just several
cities that are succeeding in restoring downtown areas.
And if they are not 100 per
cent successful, they at least
can claim the rare distinction
if batting .500 per cent. To
ichieve their goals, they have
iad to depend on community
;upport as well as federal fundingWhat these and other cities
have discovered is that when
you tear something down — in
slum clearance, for example —
you do not have instant urban
renewal. You have to rebuild
and provide facilities for people
who lose their houses — Door as
they may be — when there is
urban redevelopment.
Such cities as Cleveland, Chicago and Detroit have suffered
from financial overkill — urban
renewal without any real action
to reconstruct the blighted
areas.
Mayor Frank Curran of San
Diego, former president of the
National League of Cities,
thinks there are some obvious
reasons for cities having failed
— despite expenditure of huge
sums of money,
'They have been overambitious," he said.
What happens in extreme
cases, says Curran, is that
nothing is done to substitute for
the buildings destroyed in
urban renewal projects.
"Instead of low-income housing," he commented, "highclass, expensive apartments
often replace the slum dwellings. There is no place for the
people to go."
It is not only the giant cities,
that are having their problems;
every community in a nation
with 90 per cent of the total
population living in an urban
society may have the same

a-isis. The only difference is
the form it takes. It can happen
in Ann Arbor, Mich.; Aurora.
III., or Pomona, Calif.
Charles Stillinger,a studious,
quiet man who still fights to rehabilitate his city of Pomona,
Calif., despite an ulcer, is one
of those who believes a combination of public funding and
private enterprise must go into
urban redevelopment.
Pomona, a city of almost
90,000 persons 30 miles from
Los Angeles, in the past was
identified as a model community. It was one of the first
cities in the nation to redevelop
the downtown section with an
attractive mall. Yet, today
there are dozens of vacant
stores and a deterioration of
the downtown area that appalls
Stillinger, pomona bankers and
many other townspeople.
What is happening in
Pomona now is a belated
awareness an the part of businessmen that no savior is going
to emerge from Washington to
rebuild their city. As in hundreds of American cities, they
are learning they must take the
initiative.
"The trouble is they don't do
anything until it is almost too
late," said Stillinger.
Ideas are a dime a dozen in
city planning, just as there are
scores of examples of what you
should not do to spare the
cities.
Cleveland discovered, for example, that urban redevelopment funds provide no answer
when you try to solves century
of neglect by destroying a decaying central section of the
city in a week or 10 days. Nothing was done to provide housing
for those dispossessed of their
homes in the process.
Cleveland Mayor Carl Stokes
took a look at the situation, assessed it as insoluble at this
time, and decided against running for another term of office.
That doesn't mean that Cleveland is dead; it does mean the
city is in deep trouble.
Other cities which have encountered the same difficulties
in attempting to eliminate
urban blight with massive expenditure of funds include Chicago and Detroit. New York
City, or the burroughs which
make up America's greatest
urban disaster area,is the most
graphic example of failure to
make the cities livable. When
mayors of other cities recently
toured Brooklyn, they compared it to Berlin in World War
II — a devastated city with
turned and unoccupied buildings.

But there is a case to be made
for the cities, and the situation
larMhcefess_noter
how bad it may appear.
Edmund N. Bacon, an urban
consultant in Philadelphia, has
developed a program for urban
land policy, at least partially
based an his experience as director of planning for the city of
Philadelphia.
Bacon, who also serves on they
President's advisory committee on recreation and natural
beauty as well as the President's advisory committee on
environmental quality, argues
that an effective urban land
policy is necessary 'if the
United States is to make
progress in the fight against
urban chaos."
He believes that neither the
long-held American approach
that any man has the right to
exploit his land to the fullest
economic advantage is no more
acceptable in the 1970s than the
European practice, based on
subjection of all landowneee.
and developers to rigid controls,.
imposed by predetermined
master plans.
He concludes:
"Therefore, a new, unique
approach is needed which
draws upon the full energies of
American enterprise, engages
the growing concern of the
American people about their
environment, and effectively
addresses itself to the problem
of providing for the growth of
the cities without despoiling the
countryside."
'SEAL HUNT PROTEST
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
House Merchant Marine and
Fisheries Committee sass it
mail
heavy
has received
protesting seal hunting methods
and plans to hold hearings Sept.
9 on legislation that would
outlaw or control the capture
and killing of ocean mammals.
Several bills pending before
the committee would affect the
taking of whales, polar bears
and walruses as well as seals.
Ail-year school
solves problem
ST. LOUIS (UPI) -- The
Francis Howell School District,
near St. Louis, converted to
year-round classes rather than
schedule split sessions in its
elementary schools last year.
The schools were overcrowded and new construction
was not feasible. The district
already was committed to the
limit of its bonding power for
new classrooms just built.

AccuColor—RCA's new system for color television.
Model-for-model,dollar-for-dollar the most vivid,
most life-like, most consistently accurate, most dependable
color in our history. And our most automatic.

Just in time for the new TV season! Ward-Elkins went to their distributor and bought
special close-out models fo 1971 merchandise to give you the biggest savings aver on
Color TV, Black & White TV, Stereo, Recorders and Radios!!
Big, family-size
Portable TV with
rollabout stand
Ti,. STOCKTON ENSEMBLE
Model AP•19S-EN
19' them:mai pmture

$

14995

Viewing pleasure for
the whole family
complete with its own
rollabout stand for
all-around -the- house
convenience. Famous
RCA quality performance
Come see it in action.

Sturdy, easy-toclean plastic
cabinet. Built-in
VHF and UHF
antennas.

RCA console TV
with the bold
contemporary look

TIM WOODRUFF
Nm•Wstall1 Model CQ 222
diagon•I pichir•

n.

reolt.S.rn,
Portable stoWith a Fine
Luggage Look

Beautiful Contemporary
styling and beautiful
performance. RCA's most
powerful chassis
produces crisp, clear
pictures Built-in
antennas.

Four speakers. Solid
state FM-AM -FM
Stereo radio.
Studiomatic
changer, Feather
Action tone arm,
diamond stylus
Mr FLAGSTAFF
KAM VS/115

KOFSS RAW* SMN• Flom

Leather-grain vinyl.
covered cabinet Two
4 duo-cone speakers

WARD

EL
-

Phone 753-1713

Budget-priced
RCA Stereo/Radio
Combination

RCA Sieger" with
Computer Crafted Tuner

Taratiggf
l
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part of the Inventory, about 800
major sources of air pollution
FRANKFORT, KY.--The guidance in deciding how many and four intrasta
must
file permit forms with the
te regions- mission adopted a federal option
Kentucky Air Pollution Control hearuigs should be held and Paducah
By RAYMOND WILCOVII
-Cariro, Henderson- to use an example region KAPCC. About 1000 other inCommission(KAPCC)is fighting where He asked for cooperation Evansville,
Central Press Association
dustries will be questioned by
North-Central, procedure in the plan developCorrespondent
the clock. At a recent citizen for persons wanting copies of the Louisvil
le, Cincinnati, Ashland- ment. Under this procedure the phone
EGD1CWOOD, Md. — At the
seminar in Frankfort, Frank P. plan before the hearings due to Hunting
The federal government will
ton, Bluegrass, South- worst polluted of the state's
Army's Zdgewood Arsenal hers
Partee, technical director of the
tral and Appalachian. Each regions serves as an example for approve or disapprove the plan
the tight time schedule...
the military is trying to develop
KAPCC, asked for citizen help. Federal guidelines region
B super-dog, primarily for warmust be rated on a thrp•- each region. The alternative, by May.
Partee said the commission call fur development of control priority basis
Partee said placing seven staff
ier*, but important also for elfor each pollutant. development of separate
immust submit an implementation plans for six pollutants in each
yilian use.
of Priority I includes regions plementation plans for each members,20 per cent of the staff,
4.7A
The
1l program is now in its
plan for air pollution control in the rune regions.
exclusively on the plan
Pollutants where the air quality does not region, was consider
year and the Army is
ed too timeKentucky's nine air quality include.‘sulfur oxide, particul
ate meet health associated stan- consuming to meet the deadline development has caused delay in
.rni-ident that it will result in
regions to the federal En- matter, carbon monoxi
handling routine matters such as
de, dards. Priority ll includes areas and required technical data
10 years in "the world's smartwas processing complaints and
vironmental Protection Agency phot,chemical
aid dogs."
oxides, where the air quality is between not generally availabl
e for all permit applications.
(EPA)by January. The plan is a hydricarbons and
CoL M. W. Castleberry, in
nitrogen health and non-health associated
charge of the program, put ft
design for restoring the state's oxides Partee said initial studies standards. Priority W areas regions. The Louisville region Re-creation
will be used as the example.
this way: "Scientists have
air quality to the levels defined Indicate sulfur oxides
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) and par- have air quality meeting the
To illustrate the time problem James
thOW11 that by breeding seiseby ambient air standards and for ticulate matter
Stewart will re-create his
present the standarss. The plan must aim at Partee said
Ovely you can get more milk
his staff must
preserving clean air where it greatest problems.
reaching priority UI conditions. complete a statewide emissio famed "Harvey" role for the
from cows, more wool from
n Hallmark Hall of Fame
exists
Kentucky has five interstate
for
iseep, more beef from cattle. In
At its last meeting the Corn- inventory by late Septemb
er. As NBC early next year.
Partee said, "The 1970
10 yearefrom now, were going
amendments to the federal Clean
to have a superdog."
i The dogs being trained at
Air Act supposedly provide the
gdgewood, said Castleberry,
ICAPCC staff nine months to
be able to do better the
complete development of the
trained dogs are now explan, a nearly impossible task."
liected to do: under combat
Partee said the staff actually
conditions, tracking an enemy Gorman shepherd and German pointer dogs
relax in their play area had
only about five months to
and alerting troops to mines, at the Biological Sensor Research Group at Edgewoo
d Arsenal, Md.
tunnels, booby traps and amcomplete the plan. The plan must
bush; at home, police work, in- physical prowess deemed essen- calm and cool in a tough situa- be finished by early
October in
tion, but not so much so that
cluding controlling crowd s, tial for the program.
order for the commission to refer
tracking suspects and detecting
The puppies get a rough he's disinterested in what"s go- It
to public hearing in November.
caches of marihuana, and eery- start, but after that they live ing on."
big as guides for the blind.
Castleberry said the Russians After the hearing, the officials
the life of Riley. Soon after
• • •
want 30-days for revisions before
they are born in the unit's ma- have a similar program.
THROUGH breeding and ternity ward, they are placed
adoption of the plan. For 30 more
training, the Army believes it for one minute in a refrigerator
days the plan must remain with
can develop a canine that will whose temperature is 30 dethe
Legislative
Research
be superior physically to other grees. This is followed by a oneCommission before it can be
dogs, more intelligent and able minute whirl in a tilted merrysubmitted to EPA...
to perform demanding tasks tin- go-round.
In presenung the timetable,
der difficult conditions.
• • •
Partee said everything has to go
Approximately 40 officers, enCASTLEBERRY
explaine
d
listed men and civilians are in- that the
"cold chill" and the
Chicago (NFS) - Fixing up right to meet the schedule.
volved in the program, budgeted whirling
prepare them for situ- your bathroom so that it's per- "There's no provision for
at $225,000 this fiscal year, in ations in
later life where other fectly color-coordinated and in anything going wrong. We'll be
which some 300 dogs are par- dogs
might be too cold or step with the latest lesions is writing right up to the day of the
ticipating. Most of the dogs frighten
ed to respond adequate- being made much easier with a
are puppies, largely German ly.
series of modular displays
Partee asked the citizens for
shepherds, with a small numAfter this, as the pups de- created by General Bathroom
ber of German wire-haired velop,
they are given physical Products Corp., Elk Grove Vilpointers, German short-haired tests.
Then, at seven months, lage, Ill.
pointers and

Army Breeding "World's Smartest' Dogs Agency On Tight Schedule To Complete Clean-Air Plan
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Bath Decor
Now Easier

various crossbreeds.
The use primarily of German
shepherds for breeding was recommended at the start of the
program by University of Maryland doctors who examined
various breeds of dogs. Castleberry said that, while some
smaller dogs might be more
intelligent, they lacked the

ATTENTION ITIIMENT1111!
Will your typewriter need
repairs
before
typing
satisfactorily?
If so bring it to:
Peel Mee Wtpdpomeat
%min
115 South 4th Street
Murray,Ky.—Phone 753-1783

they are tested for intelligence.

Those that fail are dropped
from the program.
Various intelligence testa, all
of which are still being evaluated for effectiveness, are employed. The ''fetch" test is used
to determine whether a dog

"shows curiosity" in the thrown
object.
A short maze is used to determine a dog's ability to cope
with a tough situation. Six seconds Is the record for going
through the maze. A rag test
is employed to gauge a dog's
competitiveness.
Castleberry
said the puppy that "grabs the
rag and fights with you over
It" shows progress.

Hospital Report

In the displays, General has
put its cabinets, vanity bases,
marble tops, decorative
faucets, basins, accessories, and
lighting fixtures in complete
settings. Each display is an
individual scene, color-coordinated down to the wallpaper, towels, colored soap,
and pictures on the wall.
"The idea is to make it
easier for the consumer to
select bathroom products with
full confidence in their decorating suitability, and to
make it easy for the dealer to
display and stock the items,"
explained Jerry Epstein, General's vice president.

The series of 10 displays is
provided to plumbing and elec"The big problem," said Cas- trical contractors,
building

tleberry, "is temperament. We supply dealers, remodeli
ng conwant a bold, outgoing, !elf tractors, and departm
ent
confident dog, one that acts stores.

DIES
PURSES

August 16, 1971
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Sarah Jane Blagg (Baby
girl), Route 8 box 115, Benton,
Mrs. Theresa Marie Clark (Baby
Boy), 1615 Belmont Dr., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Kathy Lovett, Route 1,
Murray, Thomas Farmer, 412 S.
6th St., Murray, Mrs. Margarette
Winchester, Box 173, Hazel,
:melon Chapman,Route 1, Dexter
Robert Ham, Route 1, Benton,
Mrs. Lucy Rorie, 214 South 12th
St., Murray, Mrs. Layvel Darnell, Route 2, Farmington, David
Downey, Route 6, Murray, Mrs.
Mary Russell, Route 1, Sedalia,
Mrs. Wanda Scott and Baby Girl,
825 Broad St., Murray, Mrs.
Margie Nanney and Baby Boy,
Box 625, Paris, Term

Beautiful assortment for back to
school use.
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High quality paper fits
two or three-ring binders.
Price good through Aug.
22 only.

SLACKS
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Stylish 100% bonded acrylic
plaid slacks in fall colors.
Button or fly fronts. SIZes 8-18.
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QUNLITY JEWELERS
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BAG '0 PENCILS
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Compare

at 99s
Here is a great big value
that will last throughout
the school year, 40 No.
2 pencils with erasers.
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14-6-UP adt)-Cidif2A/Qk
This revolutionary new jewel
acknowledged as the finest diamond substitute goes beyond
mere imitation to capture the
fiery, blue-white brilliance of
the true gem Diamonair
simulated diamonds not only
rival the true stone in beauty
but carry a warranty offered
by no other substitute.
They are guaranteed
permanently 'for reAccept nothing less than the finest.
placement against
See and buy Diamonair al:
scratching, loss of
color or brilliance
under normal wpar

NEV
opened
Thurxii
Short]
Dow Ji
Was Up

LUNCH BOXES
97

2

Rog. 3.39

Flat steel kits or brunch
bags. A large assortment
of colors. With Y7 pint
vacuum bottle.

RISE
MARKING PENS
SHAVE CREAM
00
0
Rog. 1.00
For vir• Sul'',

2

TIC
Regular, Menthol, Lime

Non-toxic, quick drying
pens that won't skip or
leak. Six different colors
to choose from.

Parker

CHAIR/DESK
COMBINATION

Murray-McKenzie

588

QUALITY JEWELRY CO.

Raise up for blackboard,
'old down for desk, this
rombinatIon with heavy
aluminum frame is Ideal
for the youngsters. Folds
for easy storage.

Paris, Tennessee
rer Carat

7-70 I.

Iton

JOTTER PEN

120 CRAYONS

880

/4g. 1.00

Non-toxic crayons, in
space saving storage.
.hest. Complete with

crayon sharpener.

n-One
BINDER
188 Total
Value

1.32
save

3.20

All in one school en-

semble Includes all the
needs for the classroom

Downtown — Murray, Ky.

3-Ring CANVAS
ENSEMBLE

166

Seg. 1.98
Total
Value FamSts Parker
pens
1.39
writes
better months
Combination binder,clip longer. Assorted colors.
board, index dividers
& filler paper. Save 424.
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tory, atiout 600
of air pollution
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cent of the staff,
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Soldiers. ..

Purchase Area Mts. Hartsfield's
Rites Held Today
Hog Market
The funeral for Mrs. Maude

(Ceattased from Page 1)
Nixon program, and be predict- Federal State Market News
ed a "beauty period" of Service August 19, 1971
expansion and growing produc- Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
tivity when the freeze ends.
Market Report Includes 10
The Cost of Living Council in Buying Stations
a seven-page, questioreand- Receipts: Act. 1266 Est. 900
answer statement issued late Barrows and Gilts steady Sows
Wednesday confirmed the steady
freeze on wages would extend US 1-3 200-230 lbs. $18.50-19.00;
to state and local employes. It US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 118.25-18.50;
said school teachers would be US 2-4 240-280 the. $17.75-18.25;
covered by the freeze if their US 3-4 260-200 lbs. $17.25-17.75;
contract period began after last Sows
Sunday.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 115.00-15.50;
The National Education Asso- US 1-3 300-650 lbs. $14.00 15.00;
ciation (NEA) estimated the US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 113.00-14.00;
freeze would affect about 90 per Boars 10.00-11.50.
cent of the nation's 2.1 million
public school teachers. Teach- Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale;
ers who have salary increases Total head 352; Pigs sold steady
due this fall must work at hant to $1.00 higher; Lightweights
until Nov. 12 at the saknist under 1/5 lbs. $25.75.
US 1-2 36-45 lbs. $29.00
they received last year.
KENTUCKY WOMEN SPONSOR 'FIBULA C.NUNN'DAY-Woolen's clube througliout KenTee administration has left US 1-2 46-55 lbs. $25.00-26.00
tucky are uniting in a joint project-the feting-of Mrs. Louie B. Munn, Kentucky's First Lady,
pen the possibility the wage- US 1-2 56-69 lbs. $23.00-24.50
on Sept. 1 at Spindletop Hall, Lexington. Sponsors on the steering committee *chide, left to trice freeze might be extended US 3 26-35 lbs. $25.25
ede tion of at.publican beyond the Nov. 12 date.
right: Mrs. James C. Thomas, Fort Mitchell, president, Kentuc
US 3 36-45 lbs. $28.50
g on, presiden Business and Pro..,Women's Clubs (KFRW); Miss Kathryn M. Hanley,
A Pentagon spokesman said US 3 46-55 lbs. $25.00
fessional Women's Federation; Mrs. Clarence L. Henderson, Louisvilk, resiglent, Garden
t was the Defense Depart- US 3 56-69 lbs. ;21.00
Extension Home- ment's "judgment and interpre- US 3 70-89 lbs. $19.25
Clubs of Kenturky; Mrs. Philip Harrison, Cynthiana, president, Kentuc
C
Joseph
W; Mrs.
makers Assn.; Mrs. Edward J. Shaheen, Elizabethtown, chairman,
tation of the law" that the US 4 under 25 lbs. $17.751
Evans, Lexington, president, Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs; and Mrs. Paul Jett. freeze would not affect the 26-35 lbs. $24.50
Richmond, president, Kentucky Federation of Music Clubs. Not present when picture taken: automatic pay increases milita- 70-89 lbs. 619.00
Miss Laura Dickerson, Williamstown, state regent, Daughter of the American Revolution; ry personnel get every two Boars
Mrs. Simeon Willis, Frankfort, executive director, Kentucky Heritage Commission; and Frank years, other increases for 26-35 lbs. $23.50
G Rankin, Loui81.)44„ President, Kentucky Historical Society. (Karen Tam Photo)
promotions, reenlistment haw- 56-69 lbs. $23.75
ses and proficiency increases.
Other influential labor leaders
leaped to the support of Meany.
3 One who
ACROSS
believes in
Leonard Woodcock, president of
1 Parent (colloq.)
complete
Several persons were charged, the United Auto Workers, said 4 Pretends
excellence
9 Temporary bed ,
entered pleas of guilty, and were the program "reflects. per- 12
7 Remain
Female sheep
Ugly, old
fined in the City Court of Judge verse order of priorities" and 13 rortueeteniss
woman
card
Ky.- Republican Women's Clubs, William Donald Overbey on
LEXINGTON,
up
Gets
6
Mtn
have
would
it
he predicted
14 Anglo-Saxon
7 Burrowing
tucky's First Lady will be which has spearheaded the fund- Friday, August 13, and Monday,
money
on the unemployment
effect
animals
15 Weight of India
nored by having Sept. 1 raising drive for the purchase of August 16. Court sessions were
8 Cook slowly
level.
16 Nimble
9 Act of
signated as "Beula C. Nunn" the Mary Todd Lincoln House, not held on Friday, August 6, and
Longshoreman leader Harry 17 Openworit
waiving
tabric
y.
will present to Mrs. Nunn the Monday, August 9.
privilege of
Bridges refused an administra- 18 Cook in Not tat
rank
The highlight will be a $38,500, mostly one-dollar bills, Records show the following tion request to call off the $1- 20
Stitched
Native metal
10
22 Appellation
ception from I-4 p.m. at received from Kentuckians of all occurred:
11 Make lace
day-old West Coast dock strike.
of Athena
Lexington,
Hall,
19 Sun god
indletop
faiths, color and political per- Genaro A. Capo, speeding and Bridges argued the Nixon 24 Tllings,inlaw 21
Silkworm
intly sponsored by seven suasion.
disregarding two stop lights, program had thrown the burden 25 Paper
22 Comunction
measure
Lariat
23
derated women's organizations
Mrs. Nunn will then present fined $45.00 costs $10.00.
of fighting inflation "on the 28 Algonquian
24 Communist
Indian
id two historically-oriented this money to the Governor on
Stockwell, backs of the working people of
LeJean
Bill
26 Pertaining to
29 French plural
glace
behalf of all women of Kentucky, disregarding stop sign, fined the United States."
article
27 Possessive
Mrs. Louie Broady Nunn is whose individual and united $10.00 costs $10.00.
pronoun
"The executive order favors 30 Effeminate
boy (cionocl.)
ping recognized for her untiring efforts made possible the Sylvia G. Thurman, shoplif- the rich, creates new tax 31 Spirited
horse
Respond
forts to preserve the physical acquisition of the Todd House. ting, fined $50.00 costs $10.00
tananzas for corporations, al- 33
34 Stage whisper
bols of Kentucky's colorful
This home of Abraham Lin- Michael Farley, no operator's leges interest rates to run scot 35 Posed for
12
portrait
story and rich heritage:
coln's wife will become a state license for motor bike, fined free, and hurts millions of
of time
Period
36
Executive
the
-Restoration of
shrine and part of the tri-state $20.00 costs $110.00.
American workers and small 38 Marsh bird
39 Cut
nsion;
Lincoln Heritage Trail.
Toy O'Neale Williams, no state businessmen," Bridges said.
40 Supercilious
-Establishment of a Mansion
Members of the sponsoring inspection sticker, fined $10.00 About 500,000 telephone workperson
22
41 Lowest point
'brary which houses the works organizations will contact local costs $10.00.
ers and 180,000 railroad train- 43
Possesses
of Kentucky authors;
25
mayors and county judges and
David Nance, no operator's men got the government's 44 Haveiian
-Restoration of Whitehall, the ask to have Sept. 1 declared license, fined $20.00 costs $10.00. permission to receive recently
wreath
46 Rugged
home of abolitionist Cassius "Vvap C. Nunn" Day_ in each of Victor A. Hudspeth, showlif- negotiated retroactive pay
Mountain crest
filarelifts Clay, neat Richmond; Kentucky' 120 counties and ting, fined $50.00 costs $10.00.
3. Man's name .34
creases.
Possessive
51
-The spearheading of the numberless cities.
'Thomas Thompson, speeding, The stock market, which
pronoun
38
drive resulting in the purchase
voice
Singing
52
Shaheen,
J.
Edward
and
Mrs.
no operator's license,
scored huge gains Monday and 53 Possessive
itrid contemplated restoration of Elizabethtown, announced that reckless driving, fined $150.00
pronoun
Tuesday following Nixon's aniihe Mary Todd Lincoln House in the following committee mem- costs $10.00.
54 Stroke
nouncement, slid Wednesday 55
Dropsy
%-exiniiton;
bers were responsible for the Billy E. Rollins, reckless under the impact of widespread 56 Openwork
St
` -The creation of the office planning and implementation of driving, fined $30.00 costs $10.00.
fabric
profit-taking. The Dow Jones
state Curator, whose function it "Beula C. Nunn" Day: Miss Harold B. Hutson, littering,
DOWN
dropped
Industrial average
be to receive items for the Kathryn M. Hanley, president, fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
'
13.73 points to 886.17 as 20.411 1 Footlike part
2 Be in debt
te, properly catalogue and Business and Professional William A. Ross, driving while
million shares were traded.
))lace them, in order that they Women's Federation; Miss intoxicated, fined $120.00 costs
government
American
The
y be permanently held by the Laura Dickerson, state regent, $10.00.
received assurances the strong
rnmonwealth. This is to stem Daughters of the American David
public steps to protect the dollar and
Reese,
tide of items of historical Revolution; Mrs. Clarence L. drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs
,
U.S. trade overseas would not
est leaving the state, and to Henderson, president, Garden $10.00.
rura
retaliation by the
provoke
ge their return to the Clubs of Kentucky; Mrs. Paul Donny Smith, disorderly
European Common Market.
',fold.
Kenpresident,
Jett, retiring
conduct, fined $20.00 costs $10.00. The
market
stock
Tokyo
; For the first time in the state's tucky Federation of Music Clubs. Joe Wilson, public drunkensteadied Wednesday after two
donated,
ihistory, items acquired,
Mrs. James C. Thomas, ness, three days in jail.
days of panicky trading The
loaned or otherwise obtained by president Kentucky Federation Danny M. Rogers, public
Bank of Japan held firm in its
the Commonwealth for the of Republican Women's Clubs; drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs
support of the dollar The
Old
the
Mansion,
Executive
Mrs. Joseph C. Evans, president, $10.00.
unofficial rate of
dollar's
Governor's Mansion and other Kentucky Federation of Woman's James McNearl, . wilful and
in Europe ranged
devaluation
state shrines or historic homes Clubs; Mrs. Simeon Willis, MMalicious cutting in sudden up to 10 per cent.
permanency,
of
air
an
will have
executive director, Kentucky affray, fined $50.00 costs $10.00,
unaffected by changing ad- Heritage Commission; Mr. and thirty days in jail.
ministrations.
Frank G. Rankin, president, and R.E. Wiggins, speeding, fined
The highlight of the reception Col. George M. Chinn, director, 610.00 costs $10.00.
NANCY, IT'S
AWFULLY COLD
on Sept. 1 will be a brief Kentucky Historical Society; and John P. Daly, leaving scene of (Continued from Page 1)
the
ceremony at 2 p.m. At that time, Mrs. Phillip Harrison, president, accident, fined 6100.00 costs Chestnut. Plans call for
HERE IN YOUR
modern budding at
a
of
erection
BEDROOM
the Kentucky Federation of Kentucky
Extension 110.00.
that site. The Peoples Bank alsc
Homemakers Assn.
J.C. Banks, public drunkenhas a TV-Drive-in Branch at
Other committee members at ness, fined 620.00 costs $10.00.
Sixth and Main and maintains a
Mrs.
are:
state
public
the
Thomas J. Garner,
large across
parking lot on Main between
E. G. Adams, Hopkinsville; Mrs. drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs
Sixth and Seventh.
Harold Barton, Corbin; Mrs. $10.00.
The Bank of Murray's main
NEW YORK (UPI)-Stocks Lewis B. Epstein, Lexington;
bank
is at Fourth and Main
Midopened mixed in active trading Mrs. C. M. McDaniel,
It maintains a branch al
streets.
dlesboro; Mrs. Robert Moore,
Thursday.
South Fifth and Poplar streets
Shortly after the opening, the Glasgow; Mrs. Robert Gillis,
and another branch, the
Dow Jones industrial average Lounvthe; Mrs. Richard Carter,
University Branch, on North 12th
was up 0.15 at 886.32. Declines Ashland; Mrs. Gus Parsley, Mrs. Florence McCuiston of
Street near the Central Shopping
topped advances, 113 to 66, on Brownsville; Mrs. Waldo Red- Pine Bluff Shores succumbed this
Center. The bank has under
man, Glasgow; Mrs. Robert morning at eight o'clock at the
366 issues on the tape.
construction at this time a
and
Murray-Calloway County
Fairchild Camera was off % Simmons, Bowling Green;
modern branch across 12th from
Hospital where she had been a
at 38, while Admiral surren- Mrs. John Young, Louisville.
the shopping center.
participating
76
was
the
She
Burroughs
sometime.
of
for
and
Some
patient
dered /
4 to 17%,
1
at 131. Honeywell, however, organizations will have displays years of age.
gained 344 to 103, while Litton of general public interest while The county woman was born on
picked up a like amount to 26%. others will be making presen- December Z7, _46045fisi Trigg
(Carthame!from Page li
4, with Sperry tations.
1
County and was the daughter of
RCA lost I/. to 35/
4.
/
The reception at Spindletop is the late William Penn McCage end poverty and discrimination,
Rand down Affi to 311
Among the steels, U.S. Steel open to all members of federated and Mary Catherine Cunningham but we have tried and will congained tit to 30%. Bethlehem groups and to all women in McCage. She was a member of tinue to try. There's so much
4, Jones St Laughlin Kentucky who wish to share in the Blood River Baptist Church good to be said about this great
/
fell ke to 241
_ Survivors are her husband, country-why don't you pass
this special occasion.
kO to 16%.
Raymon McCuiston of Pine Bluff some of it along?"
DuPont dipped lig to 148 in
Shores; three daughters, Mrs.
the chemicals. Airlines also
Robert (Marie) Bates of Big We are afraid that we have
backed off in most instances.
Sandy, Tenn., Mrs. Carlton listened too much to the doAmerican slipped vs to 33%,
(Modell) Moody and Mrs. David gooders, and the "no-solution, we
TWA V. to 28%, and Eastern %
(Edna) Rottman, both of Pine want a change" segment of our
to 19. UAL Inc. edged up vs to
Bluff Shores, one son, Buford society.
2.
1
37/
The trophy dinner for the Rowlett of Pine Bluff Shores; one
In the oils, Jersey Standard
2 Junior Golfers and their families stepson, Keys McCuiston of A hippie commune decided to aid
/
and Phillips fell % each to 701
and 31%, respectively. Texaco M the Calloway County ("Amory Murray Route six; one sister, in the fight against pollution, so
4, and Club will be held on Friday, Mrs. Romie (Delma) Parker of they just closed all their win/
was unchanged at 321
p.m. at the Murray Route Three; seven dows
4. August 20, at 6:30‘
/
Superior Oil fell 1% to 2021
great
grandchildren; one
Atlantic Richfield climb k4 to club.
Fellow says we are making
A potluck dinner will be served grandchild.
70%, Occidental ss to W..
In the automotive group, and each family is asked to bring Funeral arrangements are progress. In 1931 if you ran into
4Q TO SI'S, and food for their entire family. Incomplete. but friends may call someone it cost you $50 to have
1
Chrysler eased /
General Motors surrendered 's Trophies will be presented to the at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral him fixed up Now when you run
Home after nine a.m. on Friday. into someone, it costs you $500.
winners in each age group.
4
/
to 821

entucky Women Sponsor
ula Nunn Day Sept 1

r

Funeral Held Today At
Chapel For Monroe Crump

(Castiaaed from Page 1)
Final rites for Monroe Cramp
being
are
Three
Route
Murray
of
Murray
of
Stamps Hartsfield
running on Sunday, only on
Route Four is being held today at held today at one p.m. at the weekdays for commuters.
three pm, at the chapel of the chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home Funeral Home with Rev. Otis The Philadelphia office said
with Rev. Terry M. Sills of- Jones officiating.
one 10-year-old boy asked if it
Pallbearers were Ronald was legal for his father to
ficiating.
Pallbearers are Walter Har- Litchfield, Pete Joyce, Donald freeze his allowance. And
stfield, W.C. Petty, Phillip Petty, Jones, Bill Hooks, &limy Hooks, another unusual call came Mtn
Mike Petty, James Burkeen, and and Thelbert Joyce. Burial was in he Treasury in Washington,
Gene Crook. Burial will be in the the New Ferguson Springs which fielded 3,000 calla WedGardner Cemetery with the Cemetery at Aurora with the nesday even though the task
arrangements by the Blalock- arrangements by the Blalock- belongs to the OEP
Coleman Funeral Home.
Coleman Funeral Home.
Crump,age 72, died Tuesday at The Treasury call was from
Mrs. Hartsfield, age 92, died
Tuesday at six p.m. at her home. the Murray-Calloway County the headquarters of the Girl
She was the wife of Walter Hospital.
Scouts of America, asking if the
Hartsfield who died in 1934. She
freeze meant they could not
was a member of the Sinking
raise their dues. An official
Spring Baptist Church and the
reported "I said they should
daughter of the late John B. and
:ell their members we are
IPSWICH, England (UPI)- 3ostponing our dues increase to
Elizabeth Geurin Stamps.
by two Gary Pearson had the hottest tupport the President's proShe is survivied
daughters, Mrs. M. C. Arnett of ice cream truck in town ram."
Murray Route Four and Miss Wednesday.
Wilma Hartsfield of Murray; two Fire broke out in the motor The Denver OEP office
sons, Fred E. Hartsfield of as he was driving, and he reported "a call on every lint
Warren, Mich., and Roy D. turned on his headlights and the here continually" and the Dallas
Hartsfield of Murray Route truck's loudspeaker system installation said "the phones
Four; one sister, Mrs. Pearl with its jingle to clear the road don't stop-there's always,
Jones of Riverside, Calif.; two as he raced to a fire station. another waiting."
sisters-in-law, Mrs. J. C. Stamps They quickly put out the blaze.
and Mrs. J. M. Stamps, both of
Murray; six grandchildren, eight
great grandchildren; one great
great grandchild.
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In The City Court
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Confederate
general
Place
Girl's name
Uncooked
Man's nickname
Calm
Hebrew month
Rented

40 A continent
(abbr.)
42 Tropical fruit
43 Wife ot Zeus
44 Brim
45 Greek letter
47 Man's nickname
19 Regret
50 Skill
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ell It With A Classified

Call
753-1916

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

A d 7:;16

NOTICE

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
purchase. Lonardo
Piano
Company, across from Post
Office, Paris,Tenn.
A20C

AUCTION

AS OF this date, I am no longer
responsible for any debts other
than my own. Danny Williams,
Route 2, Hazel, Kentucky.
A19P
Danny Williams

AUTOS FOR SALE
ALL USED CARS AND
TRUCKS, REDUCED
PRICES.

FOUR
(4)
STATION
WAGONS BY THE WAGON
MASTER (FORD)
MO FORD TORINO WAGON.
V8, power and factory air
one owner,local
Car.
$2775.00
1969 OPEL 2 door. The right
one for a 2nd car. $1259.01
1969
FORD
COUNTRY
Our Special For the Week is the 4 bedroom house pictured above,
SQUIRE WAGON, 10
It has a large Den with Fireplace, Large Living room, Dining
passenger, full power and
room, 11
/
2 baths on shady lot. U you are interested in room,
factory air.
$2695.00
location, at a reasonable price you should see this one $17,900.
1968
FORD
COUNTRY
SQUIRE WAGON. Full
We have a 3 bedroom brick at 1719 Keenland Drive with central
power and factory air. A
heat & air, Den Carpet, Utility, 11-2 baths, Dishwasher, Range,
local car.
$2375.06
Disposal, Carpet. Will be available for showing the 25th at which
1964
FORD
COUNTRY
time you can have possession with deed $22,750.
SEDAN WAGON. Full
power and factory air. A
Looking for large house near University then the one at 220 N. 13th
sharp older car.
6675.86
street might be the one. It has 2 baths, Part carpeted, two car
1969 CHEVROLET IMPALA,
SERVICES OFFERED
carport.
SERVICES OFFERED
Large
shady lot. It has nice income potential. Price
AUCTION SALE: Saturday.
2 door hardtop. Full power"
18,000.
FURNITURE REFINISHING. PROFESSIONAL, EX• August 21, 10:30 a.m. rain or
and factory air. Local car.
All work guaranteed. Free pick ,PERIENCED painter, will work shine at Bean and Robinson's
$2275.00
up and delivery. Free estimate. contract jobs, on hourly basis, Grocery,8 miles East of Murray We have a house at 106 South 10th Street with two apartments, one
1968 MERCURY COUGAR
Antique or natural finish. Jerry has own equipment. Call 489on Highway 214 one mile from 2room; one 3 room on large shady lot and priced at only $9,000. If
XR7. Full power and,
you are planning on attending school for 4 years why not live in
McCoy;753-3045.
Aug24C 2287.
factory air. A clean
Sept.7C old Pottertovm.
side
one
rent
the
other for enough to make the payments.
We will offer the entire stock of
Kentucky automobile.
SEPTIC TANKS Installed. Call WILL STAY with elderly person fresh groceries, meat slicer, 2
Need
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerTransportation
$2175.00
to
Edmonson
night.
Call
Mary
at
for free estimate, Gene Steely,
sets of scales, cash register and We have a new 3 bedroom brick in Canterbury estates that is a Louisville. Call Hildred Sharpe, vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. 1968 CHEVROLET IMPALA 41
753-1417.
during
For
day
at
the
honey
and
is
ready
for occupancy, has large den, 2 full ceramic 753-6173.
753-7850.
A21C
door sedan. A Calloway
A20C Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farreference contact Mrs. James other items. This is a real new tile baths, central heat
and air, nice carpet, range, dishwasher,
mington, Kentucky.
County car with full power
TFC
Rudy Allbritten.
A19P stock of groceries, also fishing disposal, garage,large patio,
looking for something nice, see this
supplies. 8'13' minnow box,
and factory air.
YOUNG MAN needs part or full
21850.000
one. Possession with Deed.
WE ARE ready now to deliver or 1968 CHEVY NOVA 2 door, 6
time work. Can do any work from DAILY CHILD care in my home several pieces of household
You'd BotforA.
take your order for six vein
goods, 1951 Chevrolet truck, fair
cylinder,
farm to office. Phone 767automatic
near University. Phone 753stoker or four by seven lump
tires,—(junk). Drinks and eats on On N. 18th St. we have a 3 bedroom brick with 2 car garage, air
transmis
sion. A local
4255.
'A2OP 7776.
Al9P
Noll
It
Down..
..
conditione
d,
dishwasher, utility, patio. Must be seen inside to
coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice &
the ground. List your grocery
sharp little car.
$1395.00;•
..
Coal Service,408 South 4th
needs and be with us. Not appreciate.
1968 CHEVROLET BEL AIR 4
WILL BABYSIT in my home, 2
responsib
Street.
le for accidents.
door sedan. V8 automatic
years and under preferred. SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
Sept.11C
On Belmonte Dr. we have a 3 bedroom brick with family room,
transmission. A Murray
Phone Hazel, Kentucky 492- ,
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753 Douglas Shoemaker associate of
utility,
carport, air conditioned. PossPs ion September 1st,
Auction
Car.
8322.
Sept.2C Shoemaker
and
Is Coming
MAPEMAKERS!!! THE only
$1175.8e
A20C 5932.
Livestock will be in charge of $18,000. Full price.
easy way to lose weight and in- 196'7 CHEVROLET IMPALA 41i
ches fast. Make an appointment
door sedan. Full power. Afi
WOULD LIKE to do full time WILL DO sewing for people or sale. Phone 753-3375 for inTo Murray!.
On N. 19th St. we have a 3 bedroom brick that was built under VA
formation.
for Free figure analysis. Phone
local car.
A2ONC.
baby-sitting for small children in will make drapes. Call 489$1175.116
plans and specifications. Has small GI Loan that is transferable
753-2962.
my home. Phone 753-5625. A21P 2475.
A25NC (2) 1917 CHEVROLET IMA21C
this house is vacant and can have possession with deed $23,500.
PALA 2 door hardtops.?
AUCTION SALE: THURSDAY,
10 percent OFF ALL merAUTOS FOR SALE
Both clean local cars. One
5:00 p.m. next to the Bunny
H
AUTOS FOR SALE
&
R
USED
FURNIT
URE
is
chandise
through September 1,
If you should prefer an older house with good income then you
with air,
Bread place on Highway 121.
$1475.00.
open
five
days
a
week
10:00
till
Willie's Antique and Gift Shop,
One
without,
Doors, windows, electrical should take a look at this one at 1101 Main Street. Has 6 rooms 10
$1175.00.
6:00,
on
Hwy.
121,
Concord
Road.
miles
Southeast
of
down,
Murray
Apt,
up
off
garage
and
apt. on extra large shady lot for $24,500.
supplies, ceramic tile, floor tile,
121 on 614 Junction. Open 7 days Lets of nice used furniture and 1967 PONTIAC FIREBIRD. A
local sharp car. Power,
nails and nail bins, counters,
lots of antiques. Phone 753-8676,
Phone 436-2128.
Al9P
factory airend vinyl
marble, walnut lumber, scales, Also income property located at 14th and Poplar St. has 5 rooms to
home phone 753-4716.
A2IC
roof.
door locks, paint, storm doors, live in plus two apts. Renting for $115 per month,$14,500.
$1375.80.
1951 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
scrap lumber and metal pipe.,,
WANTED
TO
RENT
LYNDIA
COCHRA
N Dance
2 door hardtop. A 40,000
Owned by Jackie Bru-keen,sale We have a large 3 bedroom brick on S. 15th St. this house is
V-8, automatic, full power and factory air.
Studio announces registration
mile car with full power,
by Wayne Wilson. For further plastered, has carpet, dining area, utility, carport $17,000.
COUPLE
MARRIE
wants
to
D
classes
in
Tap, Ballet,
factory air, console,
Information call 753-3263 or
rent house in the country, 4 to 5
Acrobatic
Modern
s,
Jazz.
Phone
A business house in Hazel for only $4500. If you are interested in
bucket seats (front and
Jackie Burkeen.
rooms with bath within a 4 mile
A19C
A25C
•
Business house or just a good warehouse. This is a bargain. 753-4647.
rear). White vinyl roof.
radius of Murray.Phone 474CARD OF THANKS
Double sharp.
2707.
$1550.00.
A25C
We wish to thank each and Our Farm Listings are the best ever We have 135 acre farm with FOUND—
1967 CIdEVELLE 2 DOOR. A
HOW
reduce
to
your
everyone for the deep concern, 3 bedroom house with central heat and air, carpet, Fireplace, on
local car, V8, automatic
medical bills. Let us quote you a WANT TO RENT three bedroom
many acts of kindness expressed paved road. '
transmission, factory air.
price on your next prescription. unfurnished apartment, near
Corner of 7th & Main
during the illness and death of
Mag wheels and vinyl
No obligation. Uncle Jeff's Safe-T downtown area. Rent reasonable
our husband, father and grand- A Macre grade A Dairy farm with two good modern houses, lots
roof.
$1475.86.
Mae
Hinch,
phone
753-3582
Discount
days
Pharmacy
Phone 753-5273
.
A21C
father, Raymond Smith. We also of out buildings,the land is second to none.
or 753-5'705 nights.
A21NC 19116 CHEVROLET IMPALA 2
extend our deepest appreciation
door hardtop. A local clean
WANT TO BUY
to Dr. Bell and Dr. Hal Houston, 291 acre farm with 5 room brick house, new barns, Good fences, SAVE 15 percent on cash
WANT TO BUY
car. V8, automatic transmission, power steering,
WANT TO BUY mall or medium WANT TO BUY girl's bicycle the hospital and staff, also large crop bases,some marketable timber if you want something prescriptions at HOLLAND'S. WANT TO RENT; barn for air
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. to farm either Cattle or row crop or both you should see this one. Let us quote you a price on your cured tobacco. Phone 753power brakes. Red with
sized house in county or on 22" thru 28" Cheap. Phone
767. To Rev. John
Jones for his
black vinyl roof. $1175.911.
Kentucky Lake.Phone 753next prescription. No
Al9P
4787.
AMC prayers and words of comfort, We have one of the best and best unproved 63 acre farms in
1961
3624.
obligation.
PLYMOUTH
Al9P
A2IC
AUTOS FOR SALE
WANT TO BUY ear corn. Contact the songs of the choir, for the county, and is located on paved road in good farming area. If
BARRACUDA. V8,
interested
in something which needs nothing you should inmany beautiful flowers and
1964 COMET, automatic, power
automatic transmission,
WANT TO BUY; aluminum Stella Feed Mill, phone 753IN MEMORY
A20C neighbors for the food. May vestigate this one.
steering, air. Have never had to
power steering and factory
screen storm door, 32" x 80";.2255
add oil. 747 Riley Court.
air. A real nice little
Myers well pump; bathtubefix-‘VANT TO BUY; lots and God's richest blessings be with
A19P
We have 1000 acres more or less listed for $125.00 per acre. It has 3
each and every one.
In memory of my little brother
Car.
tures; light
; Surveyors standing timber. Also have for
$995.11.
miles road front.
Paul Lynn Cunningham, born 1965 CHEVY SS convertible, 1965 OLDSMOBILE 4 DOOR.
Mrs. Grade Smith,
PhiladeiphiØevelhig rod. Phone sale lumber and sawdust.,
Hal
August
Smith
16,
1963
factory
air, power steering and
Good car with power and
753-2959.
Al9C Murray Saw Mill and Lumbee
We have the best variety of lots in almost every section of
Billy, Bettie & Susan.
brakes, 4 speed. Also 1964 Ford
factory air.
$795.00.
Co. Elloone 753-4147.
TFC
Murray, as well as lake lots.
It was eight years ago when my Custom, 2 door, standard tran- 1965 FORD GAIAKIE
1TP
2 door
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
little brother Paul Lynn came smission. Phone 753-1951. Priced
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
hardtop 390, V8,4
into our arms as a member of the to sell.
speed.
A19C
$656.86.
family, but it wasn't long before
1965 CHEVROLET CAPRICE
God wanted him back. Yes,it was 1963 MERCURY, good running
4 door sedan. A local car
an awful shame, but *for my condition. Phone 753-9429. A19C
with full power,factory air
if you have one and really want to sell,
parents and the rest of us kids it
and vinyl roof.
8895.00.
RFD I. HARDIN, KY. 42048
1970
DODGE
DART
Swinger, 1965 CHEVROLET
was a terrible pain. Just think
IMPALA
4
list it with us, we are
yellow
with black vinyl top, 4
God,if you only left him here as a
door sedan. V8, automatic
PHONE
speed,
air
conditione
r.
Phone
489stayer,
maybe
I
could
have
transmission. One of the
members of Multiple Listing.
354-65:19 5 MI WESTXEN-LAKE STATE PARK
A20C
taught him to be a basketball 2450.
nicest local cars we have
ON KENTUCKY 80
player. But I know how it is, all of 1967 FALCON Futura, 4 door,
ever traded for.
$875.00
us will have to go up and look on $650.00. 1965 Olds F115, $450.00. 1963 PONTIAC 2
door, V8,
the plains of Heaven. So God 1932 Ford. Can be seen at No. 14
automatic transmission
REASONABLY PRICED—BANK FINANCING
please for me,and the rest of my Shady Oaks Trailer Court. A21P
Good tranfamily put him on cloud seven,
DISPLAY HOMES OPEN FOR INSPECTToN
sportation. •
$275.00.
and keep his beautiful golden 1953 FORD, 2 door, 6 cylinder, 19511 CHEVROLET
Its easy to forget that emergencies
APPROVED WATER SYSTEM-3000 FT AIRPORT
4 door, 6
happen.
And when there is a
Is
wings trimmed,so when Idle you stick, safety inspected, most
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL
cylinder standard tranaisis, you'll need a nest egg to fall
can put me on a cloud beside him. dependable. Best offer. Phone
smission.
A good running
back on.
Sadly missed by his
787-2456.
A21P
old car.
$175.60.
The Payroll Savings Plan is owe of
sister
& brother
303 SOUTH MAIN, SIICEEITON, MISSOURI, 63801
the easiest ways to make sure you're
NINE
(9)
PICK-UP
S:
1965
FORD
Custom,
$550.00. Can
Steven Cunningham
PHONE—AREA CODE (314) 471-1348 or 471-1716
something saved for when you need
FORDS, CHEVROLETS AND
seen
be
1501
Oak
at
Drive
or
ITC
money fast. When you participate in
ALL
LOCAL
— OUR ONLY BUSINESS IS REAL ESTATE
phone 753-3606.
A21NC GMC.
AUTOS FOR SALE
the Payroll Savings Plan where you
AUTOS FOR SALE
VEHICLES. BOTH us TONS
AUTOS FOR • SALE
work, an amount you designate will
AUTOS FOR Saws%
AND 24 TONS.
be art aside from each paycheck and
1I17's to 1970's
iuswainsinseasieestemehaihoggersanarIelkagentratkelat111111110
irtirestad in U.S. Savings Bonds It's
• an effortless way to build up a
SERVICES Ort•ERED
SERVICES OFFERED
reserve
And now there's a bonus Interest
Loner 7th & Main
rate on all U.S. Savings Honels—for
E Benda .5)44% when held to matu
Phone 753 5273
rity of 5 years. 10 months (4% the
Red, 390, 4•speed, power steering.
Ars, year). That sates )4%., pay•hir
as a bonus at maturity,applies to an
Sonde issued sift= Jame II, 1970.
TAKE YOUR PICK!!
—
with a comparable improvement foi
LOUISVI
LLE,
K
Y
ph. 637_2778
all older Flonds.
I zei hope there are no froubied
MEMPHI
S,
TENN
Ph 525-1415
waters in s our future But remember,
emergencies Jon's alwa% I happen to
NASHVILLE, TENN Ph. 256-5847
the other gus s.

Belk's Department Store

AGE E

THURSDAY—AUGUST 19, 1971

Murray, Kentucky

FRANCHISE AVAILABLE

Saturday, Aug. 21, 1971-10 a.m.

MONTGOMERY-WARD

Is Seeking Aggressive man-wife
team for a

STORE FIXTURES
TABLES - MIRRORS

Franchise Catalog Store

in the Murray area.
Sw41-' investment required. For
further information write:
Jerry Thomas
Montgomery-Ward
5811 Chippewa St Louis, Missouri
Zip Code 63109

Many Other Items Too Numerous To Mention!!

Come Early!!

:PREAmERMN

* WEEKEND SPECIAL *

1970 FORD Mustang Mach I

PARKER FORD, Inc.

over
troubled
waters.

PIRATES COVE

We Are In Need of Some
Good Houses To Sell ...

SUBDIVISION

iv)

KENTUCKY LAKE

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE

CLYDE WILSON

* WEEKEND SPECIAL *

—
505 Main Street or Call 753-1651

* WEEKEND SPECIAL *

Nara Kilda pai a bonus al maturet

2-FORD Ranchero Pick-Ups
1 - 1969

1 - 1968

- DIRECT SERVICE

s1,650'each

PARKER FORD, Inc.

Take odc in America.

71;17
5'—
Spanish d
bedrooms
condition
Very rer
h3-4456s
FT
it

r.00nrent

at Bi

TAPPAN
tondition.
CASH AP
loads dist
room siz
jute bac
type, Hi
Values tc
starts at
83.35 sq.
anything
Paschal
Hazel,IC!
WESTIN(
dryer, in
Tappan :
refrigera
chairs. F
436-5501 a

ROBERTS REALTY

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

uorner of 7th & Main
Phone 753-5273

1

Whether it is selling, renting, buying
or just some friendly advice
on real estate,
the best place to go is .. .

1969 FORD Torinoi.T.
s1,450'

GEM
In Kentim
prices. Co
Army Sul
from Hopl
'117 & 164.
p.m.

ST. LOUIS, MO

Ph. 436-5332

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Corner of 7th & Main
Phone 753-5273

Parker Ford, Inc.

Lai

It
a
CO

Co
an
Pe
Pc

Call
753-1916

Call
3-196

I

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BILBREY'S

CARS AND
REDUCED

Pre-Season Hunting Values

.

STATION
THE WAGON
I RD)
I RENO WAGON.
and factory air
,local
$2775.00
door. The right
2nd car. $1250.00
1
COUNTRY
WAGON, 10
, full power and
•
$2•95.06
I
COUNTRY
WAGON. Full
factory air. A
62375.11
COUNTRY
"AGON. Full
factory air. A
car.
$675.
LET IMPALA,•
Full power
air. Local car.
$2275.80.
MY COUGAR
power and
ir.. A clean
utomobile.
62175.00
IMPALA 4
. A Calloway
with full power
air.
$1850.''
'OVA 2 door, 6
automatic
on. A local
$1395...
car.
EEL AIR 4
V8 automatic
. A Murray
$1175.00
IMPALA 4
Full power. A
$1175.00
• OLET [Moor hardtops.
al cars. One
$1475.00.
$1175.00.
EBIRD. A
car. Power,
• vinyl
$1375.00.
'• NEWPORT
top. A 40,000
full power,
r, console,
- (front and
• vinyl roof.
31558.60.
2 DOOR. A
8, automatic
, factory air.
• nd vinyl
$1475.08.
IMPALA 2
A local clean
imatic tran• er steering,
. Red with
. $1175.80.
MOUTH
DA. V 8,
transmission,
g and factory
• little
$995.90.
LE 4 DOOR.
power and
$795.06.
XIE 2 door
8,4
0850.00.
CAPRICE
A local car
, factory air
$895.00.
IMPALA 4
8, automatic
One of the
ars we have
$875.00
.
2 door, Vtl,
ansmission.
•

$275.00.
4 door, 6
dard tranood running
6175.00.
PICK-UPS:
r LETS AND
LOCAL
ki TONS
1970's

d, Inc.
•51 Main
-5273

RK WONDER

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR SALE

FOR CALE

THURSDAY-AUGUST 19. 1971

THE LEDGER & TIMES- iih

AGE ELEVEN

-AUGUST 19, 1971

GUNS
Savage 444 Over-Under - 12 ga. M/F V.R.
Reg. '289.95 - Now
$1 9995

Auto. Ejectors

Winchester Mod. 1400 Auto. 16 ga. V.R. 26 I.C.
& 28 Mod. Reg. '189.95 - Now $1 5995
Winchester Mod. 1200 Slide Action 16 ga. V.R.
26" I.C. & 28" Mod. with Win. Choke
Reg. '149.95 - Now
$1345°
REMINGTON 1100 and REM. 870 ALSO
AVAILABLE AT SALE PRICES!!

SHOTGUN SHELLS- 10% OFF
All GaugesThese Special Bargain Sale Prices
Will Start Aug. 19th thru Aug. 31st

BILBREY'S

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Call
753-1916

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

0imor 041111n. ANIID,0411INID. 1•110041Mli.04/1/0.
SCHNAUZER SPACES TO park your trailers at ino•0.000r 04mo ins. ilmor• .rmor°Armor 0.41mr0
MINIATURE
puppies, registered, non shed Green Acres Trailer Court. Nice,
coats. Loving dispositions, top quiet, paved street. Telephones,
A I IltACTIVE 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 1510 Belmonte Drive. Has central heat and
blood lines. Reasonably priced. as, Electricity, and Cable
2 ceramic baths, large utility room, carport, 10'x12' outside
air, wall to wall carpeting, 14,
Kennels, vision. Available at $22.50 per
Melody-Ayre
storage shed. Conveniently located for schools and shopping. Owner will consider trade for
Buchanan, Tenn. Phone 901-247- month. Water furnished & garolder frame home and a few acres.
A25C bage picked up. Married couples
3345.
only. Call 753-4539.
A23C
3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME AND a nice corner lot at 1406 Johnson Boulevard. Has a living
PENTA TREATED lumber.
room, dining room, kitchen, bath, carport, large utility room, outside storage. Centrally
Resistant to rot and termites. TWO BEDROOM house, furlocated and moderately priced.
Ideal for boat docks and any nished, air-conditioned, large
weather exposed uses. Murray yard. Available September 1st.
EXTRA NICE 3-BEDROOM SPLIT LEVEL HOME in Westwood Subdivision. Carpeting,
Lumber Co., Maple Street, $135.00 per month. 1637 Catalina
central heat and air, 2 ceramic baths, fully furnished kitchen, draperies, 12•x18' sun deck,
ITC Drive. Phone 753-2527.
A23C
Murray, Kentucky.
carport, attic storage,outside storage. Must be seen to be appreciated.
SAVE Big! Clean rugs and
upholstery with Blue Lustre.
Rent new electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto, Home of "The
A21C
Wishing Well".

UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
apartment, shady back yard, lots
of storage space, carpeted
throughout. Phone 753-3312 days
or 753-8096 nights.
A21C

LARGE 2-STORY FRAME HOUSE on a 200'x200' lot in Hazel. Has 2 bedrooms downstairs
and 1 upstairs. Within one block of downtown business district.
ALMOST NEW 4-BEDROOM BRICK HOME on Skyline Drive, in Panorama Shores.
Designed for possible use as a duplex. Has central heat and air, 2 baths, carpeting, kitchen
built-ins, utility room and carport. Located one block from the water.

NICE FURNISHED apartments
SET OF box springs in good
condition. Phone 753-3437. A21P near campus, reasonable and
with bath. Also sleeping rooms
TOY POODLE, 11 months old, for college boys. Please call, we
AKC Registered. Phone 753-7736 may have what you need. Day,
TFC
A21C 753-8365, night 753-2891.
or 753-3523.

MODESTLY PRICED 3-BEDROOM FRAME HOME within walking distance of downtown
Murray. Has the living room and dining room carpeted, central heat, basement, large
bedroom upstairs,aluminum awnings. Air conditioner and drapes included.
•
NEAT 2-BEDROOM BRICK BUNGALOW on a large, shady corner lot in Hazel. Living
room carpeted, large kitchen, utility room, enclosed garage plus an outside storage shed.

RED POTATOES, $3.00 per FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
bushel. Call Eurie Dixon, 498- two and three rooms, with
A21C complete kitchen and private
8472.
bath for college boys near
A19P
GRAPES.PHONE 436-2423. ITC campus. Phone 753-5921
BOY'S 20" 3 speed Spider bike,
$20.00. Studio couch, $10.00. Odd
chair, $5.00. Boy's shirts, size 12.
Antique wood headboard, $15.00.
ITC
Phone 753-6686.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. 1 or 2
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street. Phone
A23C
7534609.

HELP WANTED

NICE FURNISHED apartment
for rent, on Kentucky Lake and
only $90 per month. 17 miles from
Murray. Completely furnished
including TV., A.C. and electricity for cooking and heating.
Will accomodate 2 or 3 people.
A21C
Phone 436-5320.

'HOME WORKERS
WANTED •
part-time,full-time work at home
mailing our circulars. For details
rush self-addressed, stamped
*re/elope and 35c to US Enterprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC

ONE ACRE LOT AND A TOTALLY REMODELED 4-room frame house with aluminum
siding. Located on Old Mason Farm Road,just North of Hazel.
PRICE REDUCED ON THIS 3-BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE on a waterfront lot, in Pine
Bluff Shores. Has central heat, 1102 baths, private beach and private boat dock. Owner will
lease to suitable tenants.
LOW PRICE SPECIALS
3-room frame and 1½ acres of land. Priced $6,000.
2-bedroom frame and 2 acres of land,in Pottertown. Priced $4,750.
Large 2-bedroom frame on a desirable corner lot, in Hazel. Priced $6,000.

I.
0

Remodeled 3-bedroom frame, in Pottertown. Priced $9,850.
2-room frame house with city water and sewers. UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF $2,800.
5-room frame house and 2 acres of land. Priced $4,750.

in my TRAILER; to couple only. See
2-bedroom frame house and 1 acre of land. Priced $7,200.
A23C Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court after 4 p.m. No phone calls
Al9C
ANTED IMMEDIATELY, man please.
INCOME PRODUCING PROPERTY
consume
supply
or woman to
Household THREE ROOM furnished house
Rawleigh
ith
LARGE FRAME HOME IN AN EXCELLENT STATE OF REPAIR. Has 3 bedrooms on the
electric heat, air
main floor and 3 bedrooms upstairs that will provide enough income to practically pay for
oducts. Can earn $50 weekly with bath,
old
On
garage.
conditioner,
GEST VARIETY of pistols FANCY DUCKS; young white ONE SET of 14" Mag wheels,
itself. Located within 2 blocks of the University, at 202 N. 13th Street. Shown by appointment
rt time. Write giving phone
Highway, inside city
Al9P
.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co., Benton
In Kentucky. No increase in rock hens; Guineas; Bantams. $75.00. Phone 753-4908.
only.
couple preferred.
prices. Country Boy Stores, the Hut?ert Alexander, 3 miles South
reeport, Ill. or call 815-232-4161 limits. Married
A20C
753-6632.
Phone
pets.
No
Al
4Irmy .Surplus Folks. 9 -gni
LARGE FRAME DUPLEX HOME on well-located corner lot, near downtown Murray. Has
A20P 14' BOAT, 75 H.P. Evinrude om 8 to 4:30.
Sedalia. Phone 328-8563.
motor and trailer. Phone Golden
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky
a semi-finished upstairs that is presently being remodeled into 6 additional rooms.
HOUSE AT 304 North 4th Street
A19P WANTED: DAY car hostess a
17& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 APPI-FS, $1.00 per bushel. Bring Pond,924-5636.
bedrooms, 142
3-APARTMENTS IN THIS 2-story brick and frame house, at 602 Poplar, provide a good
k. Apply in person to K-N Root consisting of 3
Aug30C container, you pick them. No
baths, modern kitchen, dinette,
exseat,
CAR
&
STROLLER
Sycamore.
401
Drive-Inn,
income that can be supplemented by a garage apartment that only needs a slight amount of
r
Sunday sales please. Phone 753main
Al9C dining room,living room on
remodeling.
A20C cellent condition. Also girl's o phone calls please.
2'165'--1970 MOBILE HOME 9540.
floor.
clothes, 6x to 10, including coats.
panish deco, fully carpeted, two
furroom
3
floor
ground
One
Al9C ANTED: SOMEONE to live in
TEN ( 10) TRAILER SPACE TRAILER PARK, plus 4 acres of land and a double-wide
Pedrooms, two baths, also air- TWO NICE Ponies, bridle and Phone 753-6499.
apartment, bath, air(24'x44') 3-bedroom mobile home. Located approximately 1½ miles from Kentucky Lake.
with elderly person. Phone 753- nished
nditioned. Excellent condition. saddle. Phone 436-5535 after 6:00
conditioned. Another furnished
from 8:00 am.till 5:00
A2OP CHILDREN'S CLOTHES, girls
1ttery reasonable price. Phone p.m.
apartment, bath, air-conditioned.
4-APARTMENT UNITS,located at 710 Poplar. Consists of a large frame home divided into
Al9C
p.m.
and
TFC
Regular
S3-4456after 6:00 p.m.
7.
size
boys
8,
size
All private entrances and
a 7-room apartment and a 3-room apartment. Also a concrete block building divided into
AKC REGISTERED black Toddler girl's size 3. Phone 753shady
Pretty
two 2-bedroom apartment units. Partial financing available.
N'T THROW that rug away. Poodle puppies, 10 weeks old. 3903 or come by 1305 South 16th LADIES WANTED, full or part parking space.
yard. House suitable for large
can it with Blue Lustre. You Champion background. Sired by 9 St.
A20C time. No experience necessar
family, or for rental by apartACREAGE
n rent a shampooer for only inch Silver. Fully weaned,
We train. Phone 753-3056 or 767ments. Good for home-business
Magnolia
1626
at
SALE
GARAGE
A23C
.00at Big K.
4476.
A21C dewormed. Male or female.
arrangement. Newly decorated.
5.8 ACRES OF DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY on US-641 South,approximately 4 miles from
A20C Drive. Many items too numerous
Phone 753-6379.
appointment. Mrs.
to mention. Come by and
Murray.
HOUSEKEPPER- Shown by
APPAN RANGE, excellent
A20C
AMC BABYSITTER. Keep three and George Hart, 753-1602.
xidiUon. Phone 753-6345. Al9C GIRL'S CLOTHES, size 7 to 9. browse.
10.6 ACRES OF PRIME DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY on Mayfield Highway, apfour-year old 5 days per week.
A19C
Phone 753-5394.
house,
BEDROOM
FERGUSON MODEL TO-20 Phone: 753-8382.
proximately Pt miles from Murray.
A2OP TWO
ASH AND CARRY-Two truck
available now. Good location.
Ioads distressed stock, full rolls, 12':10' GOLD RUG, excellent tractor with rebuilt motor. Also a
or couple with one child
Couple
chain
and
automobile
12 ACRES OF RESIDENTIAL TYPE PROPERTY on East State Line Road, approximately
Volvo
1961
DO
housecleaning,
WOMAN TO
:room sizes, wall to wall, some condition, $30.00. Phone 753Phone 753-3903. A20C
preferred.
436-2147.
A24C
9b2 miles from Murray. Priced at only $4,200.
part-time. Phone 498-8295 after
Al9C saw. Phone
jute back, some commercial 1770.
5:00 p.m. Must have own tran- TWO BEDROOM furnished
'type. Hi denisty rubber back.
12 ACRES OF RESIDENTIAL TYPE PROPERTY on Miller Hicks Road, approximately 4
A2OP house, 10 minutes from Murray.
Values to $6.95 sq. yd., our price AC 72 COMBINE,good condition. 200 BALES WHEAT straw, 50c sportation.
A2OP
miles from Murray.
starts at $2.50 sq. yd. and up to Phone 753-5506 or 753-9610. Al9C per bale. Phone 753-3387.
Couples only. Phone 436WANTED: LADIES with neat 2147.
$3.95 sq. yd. None higher. Pick
A24C
AKC REGISTERED male appearance
17,i ACRE FARM WITH A LARGE FRAME HOME, 2 barns, good fences, good well.
pleasant
and
anything in house while it lasts. TWO HORSE factory built
Chihuahua, one year old. House telephone voice to work in local
Located approximately 2 miles East of Murray on Old Salem Road.
Paschall's Discount House, trailer, saddle, walking quarter
unfurnished
BEDROOM
THREE
A19P horse. Hackney and saddle hone broken. Very nice, $25.00. Phone office. Phone Mr. Walke, 753- apartment, near downtown area.
Hazel, Ky. 492-9733.
753-3536.
A20C 6151.
0
75 ACRE FARM WITH 2 FRAME HOUSES, located 7t-i miles N.E. of Murray on Shiloh
ITC Rent reasonable. Mae Hinch,
yearling, saddle and bridles.
Road. Priced at only $16,000.
A19C
753-1348.
Phone
753-5705
or
days
753-3582
phone
TWO CHOICE lots in the EXPERIENCED COOK, days,
WESTINGHOUSE WASHER and
A20C
nights.
dryer, matched set, 2 years old. GOOD USED dryer and used Memorial Gardens at a reduced part-time
I
100 ACRES OF TOP PRODUCING FARMLAND with a 4-year old 3-bedroom home, located
full-time
and
GE
492Tappan 30" electric range,
approximately 4 miles N.E. of Murray.
waitresses and dishwasher. THREE BEDROOM Brick house,
wringer washer. Reasonable. price. Phone Hazel, Ky.
A31C Saucy B-B-Q Si Pancake House.
refrigerator, 2 antique pulpit Durui's TV & Appliance, 118 South 8117.
two baths. Utility and Storage
chairs. Phone 753-5397 days or 12th Street. Plenty of free
TO BUY....see us! TO SELL.. . list with us!
Phone 753-7641 or 753-8873. A 20C room. Double carport. Couple or
A2OP
80,
Number
10'x52'.
TRAILER
p.m.
436-5501 after 5:00
A20C
parking in rear.
family only . Phone 437-4587. A21C
Shady Oaks Trailer Court, See
RENT
0.1; c,,0 0.0 c.0 o.0
••,-;
c!,0 cy.• c.0
c•0 0.0 e..0
Jack Norsworthy or call 489OR
SALE
FOR
0
Vi
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d
0 0 0
0 0
2691.
A31C
TWO BEDROOM furnished
TRAILER: ELECTRIC heat, air- duplex
airapartment,
6 HP BOAT motor, $50.00. Used conditioned, 3 miles from conditioned. $110.00 per month
refrigentt,or, $25.00. Phone 753- Murray,two bedroom. Phone 753- plus utilities and $50.00 deposit.
Nice Bushy Plants A24C Couple or couple and one child.
A20C 7856 or 753-2583.
4684. .•••"
Red and Pink
Phone 753-1351 or 753-4599. A21C
VIOL1N-$50; Clarinet-$40; 22
1967
10'x50'
TWO
BEDROOM
caliber revolver-640; 22 caliber Regent mobile home. Located in
rifle-$25. Can be seen at 1668 University Heights Mobile Home NEWLY DECORATED upstairs
large Assortment for the Home
A21C Park on North 16th Street. furnished room for 2 boys. For
Ryan Ave.
more information phone 7537
4 1..0
.
A20C 1387.
„
753-7410.
0
0
0''()41=1. 4=10041111B.II4111M. 04=110.0 4111e. 4111M.0
A2IC
BEDROOM SET,double bed with $2,500.00. Phone
matching
headboard,
bookcase
7-eight- TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen,
APPROXIMATELY
AUTOS FOR SALE
for Outdoors
dresser with mirror, blond
AUTOS FOR SALE
Large
LOST & FOUND
tenths acres, about 3 miles South- den, living room, bath. Range
finish, $65.00. Regina electric
west of Lynn Grove and excellent and refrigerator included. All
broom, $10.00. Odd living room
LOST: BIRD DOG,3 months old. location for basement. On good new carpet. Large lot with outchair,$5.00 207 North 12th Street,
White, lemon spots. last seen
road, mail route and school bus side storage. Call Gene Landolt
Apartment 2, between 6:00 and
around Broad Street. If found call
Contact Earl Spann, Route at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:00
rrc
7:30 p.m. only.
A19P route.
7534946 after 6:00 p.m.
TFC
p.m.
2,Pochahontas, fllinois
A26C
62275.
LITTLE GIRL'S dresses, sizes 8
LOST BROWN Pekingese dog,
SMALL FARM; good locate:or:
A2IC
and 10. Phone 753-2477.
male, in Almo Heights vicinity.
4-Door Hardtop. Low mileage, Murray car,
business or future investment.
bedroom
3
LARGE
Answers to name of Mike. Pho DUPLEX:
heat and One mile East Murray, apcentral
BASEMENT SALE. Singer
carpet,
one owner. Gold with gold vinyl roof, full
units,
Ae
l
753-8232.
10 acres pasture.
retractable
Carpet Sweeper,
air, monthly income $310.00. proximately
and
power
air,
etc.
stables, water.
fencing,
wire
Hog
21"
T.V.
R.C.A.
A21C
$20.00,
753-3648.
cord
Phone 753-6202 or
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.'
Underwood
$5.00.
screen
LOST OR STRAYED two
For appointment call 436typewriter $10.00, Royal
registered Bird Dogs'one brown THREE BEDROOM frame house 2173.
TFC
typewriter 88.50, all working.
and white Pointer, one black and with air, electric heat, drapes,
Also some glassware and anbrick
basement.
bedroom
and
disposal
OWNER-3
BY
white Setter. Liberal reward. garbage
tiques. Can be seen from 12 to 8
house, two blocks from college
Phone 753-3440 for apPhone Parvin Craig 492Street
7th
of
&
Corner
Main
500 No. 4th
Saturday, August 21st, at 306 S.
Phone
/53-5273
Al9P
pointment_
A2OP
Phone 753-4683 or 753-1790 A25C
000)0,
0o
0.0 e„o
0.0
8555
4..1, 0.1 0,1 0,0 0.%('.,•• 0.0 OA
;70
r; I;
r,
A21
4th St.
•, 0 0 0 0 Vi 0 V to V V V V fd

CAR & HOME SUPPLY

210 E. Main Street

home. Phone 753-8610.

Phone 753-5617

1
1

Fulton Young Realty

HARDY AZALEAS
$150
FOLIAGE PLANTS

African Violets
Begonias

4th & M aple Streets Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534.

'1"
50'

It pays to buy all your plants from
a greenhouse . . . there's no
comparison in quality!
Complete Line of Ortho Fertilizer
and Insecticides
Peat Moss - Mulches Potting Soil Pots

* WEEKEND SPECIAL *

1970 BUICK ELECTRA 225
3,85O°°

PARKER FORD Inc.

SHIRLEY GREENHOUSES

Vi

4
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Right Windows in Right Place
Provide Cheer All the Year

sunshine and fresh air, beauty
The right windows in the right places give a house
eventide. Here are some of the basic
at
gs
birdson
es
sometim
And
ence.
and conveni
bow; bottom, left to right, fixed
wood window styles: top left, gliding; top right,
are stock units, factory-made
All
t.
casemen
sash with awning unit; double-hung;
glass.
ng
of ponderosa pine. Each is available with insulati
Angle bay—a group of winLook into windows thor- bills low. Insulating Blass
units that angle out from
dow
tion,
condensa
annoying
avoids
or
buy
oughly when you build,
wall. Double-hung or casethe
maintethe
es
eliminat
and
winremodel a house. Since
sash. ment units are usually used in
dows play a major role in its nance problems of storm
a bay, sometimes combined
stock
basic
the
are
Here
appearance, comfort, convenwith a fixed center sash.
choose
to
styles
window
wood
ience, heating coats and mainreor
building
Bow—similar to a bay, but
you're
if
from
tenance, they should be chosen
curved instead of angled out
carefully for insulating quali- modeling a house:
Double-hung—two sash, one from the wall. Casements or
ties and good design.
up fixed units may be used, comWindow styles should suit above the other, that move
bined with a few awning secthe architecture of the house, and down.
Casement — sash hinged at tions for ventilation.
and each window should be
Box—a fiat unit set out from
appropriate for the area in the side to swing out. They are
opened and closed by rotary the wall in a box-like frame.
which It is used.
May be fixed, double-hung or
Over a kitchen sink, for ex- operators.
Gliding — sash that slide in casement sash, or a combinaample, casement windows are
tion.
favored because their rotary tracks.
Awning—sash hinged at the
openers are easy to operate at
Picture—large window unit
a
g
providin
out,
open
arm's length. Bay and bow top to
set flush with the wall. Usually
when
even
rain
the
windows add light, • generous shield from
consists of a center fixed sash
view and lots of apparent open. Sometimes used stacked, flanked by either casement or
someother;
the
space to a room; a row of awn- one above
double-hung windows.
ing windows high on a wall times below a fixed window.
Ponderosa pine windows are
to
awning.
Hopper—similar
gives light plus privacy and
in all the basic styles
available
at
but hopper sash are hinged
wall space for furniture.
and in many stock sizes at
Complete window units, fac- the bottom to open in. Often building supply centers.
tory-made of ponderosa pine, used in basements
e grilles and
Fixed—glazed sash that does Screens, removabl
are precision made, preservaInsulating glass or storm pantive treated and equipped with not move. Used to provide light els are also available.
sturdy hardware and weather- and a view where ventilation is
Removable grilles, which
supplied by other means.
st113)Ping .
These basic styles are used in give wood windows traditional
Wood, a natural insulating
and
material, helps keep • house bay, bow, box and picture win- staling, simplify painting
window-washing chores.
warm in winter and heating d"-s.

Wise Househunting Families Use
Detailed Checklist for Quality

what
tailed information about
buying
to look for when you're
booka house is available in a
let. "How to Spot a Better
Home." For a free copy, write
Woodwork,
Ponderosa Pine
Dept. P. 39 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill. 60603.

other families who live In his
After your first look at
When you've got a choice,
vious things, check the layou homes.
ly
Especial
one.
good
a
make
You will want to evaluate
when you're choosing an allthe location for shopping,
important item like a new
schools, recreation, and the lohome.
ds
newlywe
you're
Whether
or an established family, you'll
be smart to make a checklist
and take it along when you go
Good design, large plots in
househunting. It will lead you
best part of town and all
the
past the sales puffery that
right appliances are basic
the
promises a wonderful workof custom homes.
features
free world of country living
Builders like George Allegro
just a hop - skip - and - Jump
of Huntington, N.Y., go a step
from your downtown office.
farther to meet the demands
What you need are the facts
of discriminating buyers. Allabout construction, community
egro, whose Colonial homes are
wella
sturdy,
it
Is
cost.
and
snapped up as fast as they're
will
need
that
house
designed
built, makes extensive use of
minimal maintenance and prostock woodwork such as entrya
in
living
ble
comforta
vide
ways, panel doom, windows
ieighborhood that suits your
and shutters to provide the deis
it?
Minch
afford
you
can
And
family?
Little Miss Calton
tails customers admire in auOne sign of quality that's ready to move right into the
thentic restorations of fine old
this
claim
recognizable at first glance is model home and
Four little Minches — Kate, American homes.
tikes
She
.
Morgan, Cony and Chris—try
the windows and doors. Use of four-poster bedroom
He gains special effects by
wood windows, wood panel the big closet with panel doors out the stairs in this model using stock ponderosa Pine acglide
that
housc. Their mother admired cessories such as staircases and
doors and other millwork adds of ponderosa pine
beauty to a house; it also indi- open at the touch of a anger. the graceful staircase and fireplace mantels; he combines
wainscoting, both made from stock moldings to create aucates the builder is providing
comfort and low maintenance. of the house and its bade stock ponderosa pine millwork. thentic copies of Colonial corComfort because wood is a construction points —the roof,
nices, window trim and paneled
natural insulating material Insulation, wiring, foundation, cal government for its atti- wainscoting. In some dining
that helps keep the house plumbing and heating and ma- tudes toward zoning, taxation rooms he faces built-in cupwarm in winter and prevents jor appliances.
boards with stock china cabiand other vital concerns.
condensation.
Be sure to check the buildA checklist and more de- net fronts, and pantry shelves
If you're house-hunting in er's reoutation by talking with
are hidden behind folding panwintertime, feel the inside of
el or louver doors of ponderosa
the window sash — metal gets
pine.
cold and moisture collects on
All these stock millwork
Items are available at local
it and drips. Wood stays warm
building supply centers ready
to the touch.
to install.
Wood is also a low-maintePETITION DENIED — Acmaterial. Stock windows
cused of nine murders in nance
and doors of ponderosa pine
Georgia and North and
are built to operate easily and
South Carolina, William to last for years. Ponderosa
(Junior) Pierce enters Ap- pine units designed for extepiing County Superior rior use—windows, doors, shutCourt in Baxley, Ga., ters and entryways—are prewhere Judge Jack Ballen- servative - treated to reaist
ger denied a petition to weather abuse. The factoryhave Pierce committed for made windows are equipped
with weatherstripping and
Custom builder George Alliegyo
psychiatric tests.
hardware that is both rugged
paired two stock ponderosa
and efficient.
Pine china cabinets to make
*
II
If a house has wood windows
this handsome unit.
with insulating glass — two
I
•
False eyelashes need to be
Panes sealed with a layer of
cleaned occasionally. One make
insulating air between them—
er is out with wash 'n wear
you can be even more confldent
of quality. Insulating glass
lashes that are cleaned aimplf
saves heat and provides comthem briefly in 4
tic newspaper- by soaking
fort in winter without the con- Mrs. Charlotte Minch, wife of a peripate
of suds, whisking there
basin
stant care and trouble of sepa- man and mother of eight, has lived in enough houses around a bit, rinsing and letti
rate storm sash. Today many to recognise a quality home when she sees one. An ex- dry on tissue or towel. T
builders of quality homes and perienced house-hunter, she was impressed by the solid
maker, Andrea Products, says
Chicago (NFS) - Know apartments are using wood
construction and fine details of this new home, being in laundry jargon the lashes
your limits when buying fresh windows with insulating glass
by the builder. He explains how he uses won't fade, shrink or lose
fruits or vegetables to freeze, tp attract families who demand shown to her
panel doors, entryways, shape because die+ have a built
and don't bring home more _ttr-than-average living fa- stock ponderosa pine windows,
shutters and moldings to achieve authentic effects. in curl.
than you and your freezer can
handle.
4awilmwmwsime
Speed of preparation, packaging, and freezing is essential
to good quality, according to
Mrs. Pauline Church, home
service advisor to the Republic
Molding Corporation, Chicago.
"Check your freezer manual
as to how much you can freeze
quickly and without risk to
other contents," she advised.
"AS A RULE, freezing
loads should never exceed I / I 5
of total freezer capacity - 20
pounds for a 10-cubic foot
freezer, for example."
Temperature vahatibns and
improper packaging are the
two most common causes of
quality IOU in frozen foods.
So it's most important to use
moisture-vapor resistant
wrapping materials and containers that will protect against
the cold, dry atmosphere of
the freezer.
For long-range economy
and convenience, Mrs. Church
recommends boilable plastic
containers such as Freezettes
that can be re-used indefinitely.
AVAILABLE in a wide
range of shapes and sizes,
Freezettes will withstand low
temperatures without danger
of splitting.

Buyers Like
Woodwork,
Builder Finds

Buying lip:
Know Limit
Of Freezer

"Patients Should Have Access To Local Prescription Prices"

Excerpts from U.S. Task Force Comments On Drug Field Today

FURY—Capsized by Typhoon Rose, the Hong
TYPHOON CAPSIZES HONG KONG
ships
its side. Twenty - six other ocean - going
Kong-Macao ferry Fatsham lies on
of
path
a
swept
storm
-hour
mile-an
115were dashed against rocky shores as the
(('a hlephotn)
colony.
British
the
across
ion
destruct
death and

SETTLE
-WORKMAN
306
Main

Murray, I\ .

Back To School' Specials
Waist Sizes
28 thru 36

ONE TABLE
STAY PRESS -"-REG. $4.99 -

JEANS
GOOD SELECTION

Source
In Mu
Callo
United P

Seen
Aro
Mu
U you want to
*her nations o
5tate Depart
Dadian, Office
Room 4898, W
l0523 and ask f
ratitled "The
Agreements". I
the Agency f
Development a
Last fall a poll
Niational Insti
Dpinion which
ten through ei
age. 'ro the
Presidential el
held in Novem
your choice"?
Nixon if he is a
cent chose w
might run, 15
for someone e
were not sure.

Cengratulatio
Forbus and
Starks on be
finalists in
teen Ager con
later this year.
"We hold these
evident, that a
equal, that the
their Creato
unalienable
these are Life,
Pursuit of
secure these
rnents are insti
deriving their
the Consent of
whenever any
rnent beco
these Ends, it
the People to
W., and • to
Government,
dation on su
3rganizing its
Form, as to
most likely to
and Happiness
"Prudence,
Gove
that
established
changed fur li
Causes; and
Experience
Mankind are
suffer, while E
than to righ
abolishing the
they are a
(From the
dependence)
In case you
above lately,
good though
This should
all
for
Congressman
in office They
the original pa
perhaps
Declaration
every now a
might more
they are in W
It might be we
the statement
"First we
Europe; next
then we shall
bastion of Cap
States of Arne
have to attack
over overri
hands".
CALI
Three Calico
persons for
information

ONE GROUP GIRLS

Reg. b Slim - Sizes 6 thru 18 yrs.
Solid Stripes
Flair and Straight Legs
$499
'
" w $399
$2

BOYS UNDERWEAR
Sizes 2 thru 18
'2"

The

Scooter Skirt,Pant Dress
and Jeans 20% OFF
GOOD SELECTION

Mostly fair
Partly cloudy
important t
Highs today
mostly in the
tonight in the

HOSE

Fate

HOLLAND DRUGS

by Cannon and Archer mills

by Hanes

GOOD SELECTIONS BOYS CANVASS

SHOES

SHIRTS _ SALE $239
GIRLS
KNIT TOPS % PRICE

SALE $399 REG. $2.99
ONE RACK

BOYS JEANS

BRIEFS and T-SHIRT

BOYS STAcTRESS

The

sizes
2 thru
14 yrs.

GIRLS COTTON

PANTIES

59'
....

Court Square

2 Convenient Locations To Serve You

Uncle Jeffs
S. 12th St

The extend
for Sunday
Chance of
dershowers M
the north po
fair Sunday
with little
peratures du.
Lows in th
mostly in the

